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INTRODUCTION 
The contemporary world has seen the development of two 
literary movements of great and increasing popularity among 
young audiences. These popular forms of literature, fantasy and 
science fiction, though occasionally separated and individually 
delineated, more commonly are considered together without pre¬ 
cise definition or categorization. Quite possibly, the reason 
for this blurring is the fact that they have not been established 
as distinct and specific literary types. Until quite recently, 
few literary critics, writers, or students of literature had 
studied them as literary creations or attempted to provide them 
definition or status. A few devotees of fantasy and students of 
literature have provided isolated definitions and characteriza¬ 
tions, but no unified study of this literary mode has provided 
the separation which is certainly appropriate. One purpose 
of this study will therefore be to separate science fiction and 
fantasy in order to give the latter specific characterization 
and delineation as a literary mode. 
Making such characterizations and delineations is difficult 
because anthologies of science fiction are labeled as fantasies. 
Cloudy definitions also compound the problem of knowing what 
fantasy is and is not. Two examples of poor definitions appear 
in two literary handbooks. C. Hugh Holman says that, fantasy "is 
applied to a work which takes place in a non-existent and unreal 
2 
world such as fairyland, or concerns incredible and unreal 
characters.""'" Vagueness such as this does nothing to delineate 
fantasy from science fiction. Lee T. Lemon offers too broad a 
definition by suggesting that "fantasy is a generic term often 
used to include Gothic tales, fairy stories, science fiction, 
2 
and the more imaginative kinds of children's literature." In 
short, Lemon has dangerously and mistakenly labeled any imagina¬ 
tive literature as fantasy. Stark differences between fantasy 
and science fiction do exist, and, fortunately, other commentators 
provide more accurate and precise definitions. Robert A. Heinlein 
offers a useful distinction by showing a contrast between fantasy, 
which is "imaginary and not possible," and realistic fiction, which 
3 
is "imaginary but possible." He clearly states that science 
fiction is in the latter class and that "it is not fantasy."^ 
Furthermore, Heinlein states that "it is mere provincialism to 
confuse the wildly strange with fantasy; a fantasy story is one 
which denies in its premise some feature of the real world. . . . 
But even though a fantasy is an "imaginary and not possible story," 
it is also much more. 
"'"A Handbook to Literature (Indianapolis: The Odyssey Press, 
1972), p. 219. 
2 
A Glossary for the Study of English (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1971), p. 12. 
3 
"Science Fiction: Its Nature, Faults, and Virtues," in The 
Science Fiction Novel: Imagination and Social Criticism, ed. 
Basil Davenport (Chicago: Advent Publishers, 1969), p. 18. 
^Heinlein, p. 18. 
^Heinlein, p. 19. 
3 
This study will further examine and define fantasy and the 
tradition of fantasy which develops from the writings of William 
Morris in his prose romances of the 1890's. Two students of 
fantasy have independently given credit to Morris for originating 
the mode of fantasy within the genre of the novel. Lloyd Alexander 
contends that Morris, working within the form of the novel, invented 
the heroic romance in such books as The Wood Beyond the World and 
The Water of the Wondrous Isles.6 Likewise, the assessments 
of Lin Carter also point clearly to Morris as the source for 
modern fantasy.^ Carter notes that "William Morris invented the 
imaginary novel, and the central tradition derives from his 
pioneering romances, which are laid in medieval worldscapes 
completely his own invention. . . . Stories that are firmly 
part of the tradition Morris founded are stories set in world- 
scapes invented by their author."8 Carter also argues that 
The Wood Beyond the World, written in 1894, is the first example 
of modem fantasy;^ in addition, this work, together with The 
Water of the Wondrous Isles and The Well at the World's End, 
^"High Fantasy and Heroic Romance," The Horn Book Magazine, 
April 1972, p. 578. 
^Carter does not have credentials comparable to those of 
C. S. Lewis or J. R. R. Tolkien, both of whom will be cited 
later. Yet, as one of the few to,study fantasy and comment upon 
it, his views are appropriate. 
^Imaginary Worlds (New York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1972), 
p. 40. 
q 
Lin Carter, Foreword, The Water of the Wondrous Isles, by 
William Morris (New York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1974), pp. 
xii-xiii. 
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established the tradition of heroic fantasy."'"^ 
Both epic and romance, the two primary forms of narrative, 
have contributed various features and components to later genre 
developments. Naturally, literary modes such as science fiction 
and fantasy absorbed conventions and themes originally present 
in epic and romance. The relationship between medieval romance 
and fantasy is especially striking yet not totally surprising, 
for William Morris was a noted medievalist who made use of themes 
and techniques of epic and of medieval romance. 
This study will have five areas of development. Initially, 
it will further demonstrate the salient characteristics and con¬ 
ventions of fantasy in order to establish clearly a definition 
of fantasy as a mode of literature. Next will follow an explora¬ 
tion of the significant roots and analogues of fantasy in medieval 
romance and its forerunners through an examination of various 
manifestations and depictions of character types, themes, magical 
elements, and settings that came to be constituent elements of 
fantasy. Then the third section of this study will focus on 
the evolution of fantasy in the writing of Morris to show how he 
came to create the mode. The fourth section will discuss and 
examine specific character types, themes, and magical elements 
of medieval romance that Morris used in his ground-breaking works 
of fantasy. Finally, this study will examine representative works 
of later writers of fantasy in order to demonstrate the on-going 
"^Tolkien: A Look Behind the Lord of the Rings (New York: 
Ballantine Books, Inc., 1969), p. 210. 
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nature of the literary mode Morris created. In this fashion the 
study will show that the roots of the modern mode of fantasy lie 
in the medieval romances and that William Morris first restructured 
the themes, settings, and other characteristics of medieval 
romance to create the special and distinct mode of fiction called 
fantasy. 
A DEFINITION OF FANTASY 
From its inception, both linguistic and literary, the term 
fantasy has been as Protean as the creature with whom Menelaos 
wrestled, and in modern times it has literally become "all things 
to all men." No doubt this confusion about fantasy results from 
the fact that fantasy is such a widespread and normal human ac¬ 
tivity which begins in early childhood. Bruno Bettelheim points 
out that even a young child "needs fantasy satisfactions in order 
not to give up in despair" when meeting challenges beyond his 
developing skills.^" Harvey Cox also suggests that fantasy is 
such a natural activity that mankind could rightfully be called 
"homo fantasia.In view of these ideas about fantasy, the 
linguistic and literary aspects of the term fantasy will be 
presented to clarify the direction of the investigation and to 
establish a working definition of fantasy. Further development 
of the significant characteristics will then provide a valid 
definition of fantasy as a distinct literary mode. 
The word fantasy comes from the Greek word meaning "a 
making visible" and is related to the Greek word meaning "to 
-'-The Uses of Enchantment (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1976), 
p. 124. 
^The Feast of Fools: _A Theological Essay on Festivity and 
Fantasy (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1969), 
p. 11. See also the essay by J. R. R. Tolkien "On Fairy-Stories," 
in The Tolkien Reader (New York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1966), p. 
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make visible" and "to show." Later, in Latin the word came to 
mean "delusive fancy" or a "false or unfounded notion." The 
Oxford English Dictionary's definition is most relevant to this 
literary study, for it states that fantasy is "a product of imag¬ 
ination, fiction, figment," and it records the first use of this 
meaning of fantasy as being by Langland in Piers Plouwman (1362) . 
Fantasy, then, has long been recognized as a human activity 
which, as the Oxford English Dictionary establishes, has become 
broadened enough to include literary activity. Therefore, fantasy, 
considered as a "product of the imagination" allows, as Harvey 
Cox points out, "the possibilities of innovation" by opening 
doors that merely empirical calculation ignores, and for this 
reason "each culture has its share of wild and improbable stories." 
Fantasy and literature thus share a symbiotic relationship in which 
fantasy supplies the seeds of imaginative writing and literature 
provides the soil wherein these seeds of fantasy may grow. Not 
only does literature contain the elements of fantasy, but there 
is also a type of literature so fully imaginative in its conception 
that it is called fantasy. In this study the word fantasy will 
be used to refer to a mode of literature that follows romance 
conventions but is set within the framework of the novel. 
While fantasy may occur in other art forms such as painting, 
music, or cinema, it is best exemplified by literature. J. R. R. 
Tolkien notes that "in human art, Fantasy is a thing best left 
^Oxford English Dictionary, 1933 ed., s.v. "fantasy." 
^Cox, pp. 11-12. 
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to words, to true literature. In. painting, for instance, the 
visible presentation of the fantastic image is technically too 
easy; the hands tend to outrun the mind, even to overthrow it."^ 
Tolkien further points out that "the radical distinction between 
all art (including drama) that offers a visible presentation and 
true literature is that it imposes one visible form. Literature 
works from mind to mind and is thus more progenitive. It is at 
once more universal and more poignantly particular." Literature 
does not, then, restrict the presentation of an imaginative con¬ 
cept as a painting or photograph would do, for it offers more 
than a single preconstructed image to the observer. For example, 
someone reading a book like The Hobbit develops his own concept 
of what a hobbit looks like; on the other hand, a painting of 
such a creature chains the imagination to a single concept of 
what a hobbit looks like. Fantasy has more success as literature 
because, as Tolkien affirms, it allows each reader to develop 
his own conception of the characters, action, and setting. 
Though fantasy may best be left to literature, it is diffi¬ 
cult to know what in literature may be classified in a single mode 
called fantasy. Critics and writers have overworked the term 
fantasy by labeling any piece of literature which deals with un¬ 
usual or para-normal actions as fantasy. In this sense Poe, 
Hawthorne, Kafka, and Borges would all be fantasists. But fantasy 
is not simply a lodestone for strange tales: it is a distinct and 
^Tolkien, p. 49. 
^Tolkien, p. 80. 
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clearly recognizable literary mode that differs in subject matter, 
setting, and approach from either science fiction or supernatural 
horror stories. Science fiction stories generally take place in 
the future in invented places, and they also show man either in 
conflict with or dependent upon technology. Supernatural tales 
usually challenge the reality of this world and generally occur 
in the same time period as the author who creates them. 
In this study fantasy refers to a fictional prose narrative 
which contains magical elements and magical or unreal beings 
set in an invented worldscape.^ In addition, fantasy combines 
both a realistic and an enchanting depiction of the writer's 
created world. Though such a combination of opposites is normally 
considered oxymoronic, the fusion of these opposites is a specific 
characteristic of fantasy. This is possible because the realism 
of fantasy hinges upon the depiction of a secondary or "sub- 
created" world of fantasy; it is not a matter of psychological 
realism or mimetic reproduction of this world, but an emphasis 
on concrete geography and a cultural or social milieu that imparts 
a sense of realism to a work of fantasy. 
J. R. R. Tolkien's essay, "On Fairy-Stories," provides an 
excellent introduction to fantasy. There Tolkien describes fantasy 
as being "subcreative" and resulting in an "inner-consistency of 
Q ' 
reality" within the work. By subcreative, Tolkien means the 
^The term worldscape comes from Lin Carter, who uses it in 
his book Imaginary Worlds (New York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1973), 
p. 9. Here it is used to mean an invented world or story setting 
that is complete with its own geography and social milieu. 
^Tolkien, p. 47. 
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world-making the fantasist engages in during his writing; by 
"inner-consistency of reality," he means that a world of fantasy 
must obey its own natural laws as developed within the story. 
Tolkien further explains that the expression used therein 
gives the work a sense of strangeness and wonder. As a consequence, 
a successful work of fantasy is a pure and powerful form of artistic 
expression. Tolkien further suggests that fantasy is a most 
difficult form of artistic expression and that it remains poorly 
developed when not in the hands of a skilled writer.^ In view of 
these considerations, fantasy can be defined as a sub-creative 
form of artistic endeavor that produces wonder and magic yet main¬ 
tains a consistent inner realism. A story of fantasy reads like 
a real make-believe account of a hero's adventures in a medieval 
worldscape where magic is fully as important and natural as a sword 
or shield in any medieval narrative. The salient and defining 
characteristics of fantasy can be .clearly established through a 
detailed explication of its strong emphasis on inner realism in 
an invented worldscape, its depiction of magical elements and 
imaginary beings, and its tradition of using invented medieval 
settings ever since William Morris wrote the first works of 
fantasy. 
According to Randel Helms, "Every fantasy is a new creation, 
a new world limited only by the imaginative powers of its 
creator. . . .Throughout a variety of invented worldscapes 
^Tolkien, pp. 47-49. 
10Tolkien's World (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1974), 
p. 79. 
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there runs an unwritten law which limits what can be expected 
to occur and not occur in a fantasy. Thus a coherent and success¬ 
ful work of fantasy has fixed terms of reality beyond which the 
story would stray into mere bombast and hyperbole. Tolkien explains 
that the fantasist "makes a Secondary World which your mind can 
enter" and that "inside it, what he relates is 'true': it accords 
with the laws of the world.Certainly a fantasy is something 
more than a welding together of disjointed marvels into a loose 
narrative framework. Tolkien clearly points out that ". . . 
creative fantasy is founded upon the hard recognition that things 
are so in the world as it appears under the sun; on recognition 
of fact, but not a slavery to it."^ The fantasist takes care to 
build gradually his enchantment around a solid core of reality. 
Roger W. Drury remarks that "fantasy begins far closer to the 
real world than we are used to supposing, and it extends as a 
tantalizing fringe of the probable, many, many leagues out, blend- 
13 ing at last imperceptibly into the impossible." A fantasy con¬ 
tains a world wrought by its author's imagination; even so, the 
invented world is chained to a sense of inner realism through the 
^Tolkien, p. 37. 
1 2 Tolkien, p. 55- See also Lloyd Alexander, !Substance and 
Fantasy," Library Journal 91 (Dec..15, 1966): 6158, and Mollie 
Hunter, "One World," The Horn Book Magazine, December 1975, p. 558, 
for similar insights. 
1 ^ Realism Plus Fantasy Equals Magic," The Horn Book Magazine, 
April 1972, p. 115. Also see Hunter, "One World," p. 558. 
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skills of the writer. Consequently, much of what is called 
fantasy is not fantasy at all. Tolkien points out that "fantasy 
is made out of the Primary World, but a good craftsman loves his 
material, and has a knowledge and feeling for clay, stone, and 
wood which only the art of making can give.""'"^ A fantasist must 
then maintain an air of authenticity about his story; otherwise 
his work would be mere make-believe as manifested, for example, 
in fairy tales. 
Thus if a fantasy is a sub-creative narrative built from 
the elements of the real world, then it must also be emphasized 
that the fantasist transcends the dross of these basic elements 
by instilling magic and imaginary beings into his invented world. 
The utilization of magic and the incorporation of magic beings in¬ 
to a fantasy are related aspects that deserve further comment. 
Lin Carter states that a fantasy is "a narrative of marvels 
that belongs to neither the scientific or supernatural and that 
"the essence of this sort of story can be summed up in one word: 
magic"; moreover, the elements of magic require the author to 
"construct a literary universe in which magic works.Because 
the world we inhabit is devoid, or believed to be devoid, of 
magic, the fantasist must create new lands for the magic to work 
and flourish in. Patrick Merla writes that . . the essential 
element of any true work of fantasy is magic—a force that affects 
the lives and actions of all the creatures that inhabit the 
■^Tolkien, p. 59. 
^Carter, Imaginary Worlds, p. 6. 
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fantasist's world.Harvey Cox further emphasizes this point 
by calling fantasy . . the habitat of dragons, magic wands, 
and instant mutations.""'"^ Within the magical sphere of fantasy, 
ordinary men may dwell among a host of imaginary beings. Gunnar 
Urang clearly notes that fantasy "is the relam of Faerie where 
dwell elves, fays, witches, trolls, and dragons; where sky and 
sea, tree and stone, bird and beast can all be changed by magical 
enchantment; and where men, too, can see strange sights and be 
made capable of more-than-human deeds.Thus, even though a 
fantasy contains elements and features of the primary world, they 
can be seen in a new light through the wonderfully mutable powers 
of enchantment. 
Along with magic, the presence of magical and enchanted beings 
also provides a distinctive element to fantasy. In an essay on 
fairy stories, Joseph Addison was perhaps among the first scholars 
to examine the characterization in fairy stories. Even though 
these comments predate the advent of fantasy, they are, in part 
at least, relevant to the characterization of fantasy: "There 
is a kind of writing, wherein the poet quite loses sight of na¬ 
ture and entertains his reader's imagination with the characters 
and actions of such persons as have many of them no existence, 
-^Foreword, Prince of Annwn, by Evangeline Walton (New York: 
Ballantine Books, Inc., 19 74), n. page. 
"^Cox, p. 62. 
■^"Tolkien's Fantasy: The Phenomenology of Hope," in 
Shadows of the Imagination: The Fantasies of C^. S^. Lewis, J_. R. R_. 
Tolkien,and Charles Williams, ed. Mark R. Hillegras (Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 1969), p. 98. 
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but that he bestows upon them."^ in addition, Tolkien clearly 
points out that fantasy need not be anthropocentric.20 in point 
of fact, some works of fantasy such as Tolkien's The Hobbit have 
only a few human characters and these are not major figures in his 
story. 
By now it should be evident that the sense of wonder and 
strangeness a fantasy delivers is directly based upon its sub- 
creative origin. Yet the fact that this mode of literature is 
not restricted to the primary world but derived from it seems to 
present a problem to some readers. E. M. Forster very early 
recognized this fact and wrote that "the . . . novelists say 'Here 
is something that might occur in your lives,' the fantasist: 'Here 
is something that could not occur. I must ask you first to accept 
my book as a whole, and secondly to accept certain things in my 
21 book.'" Thus, a fantasy does not purport to deal directly with 
the here-and-now world; yet fantasy does not and cannot abandon 
all that is real, rational, and immediate in the everyday world. 
There is no loss of aesthetic distance or objective correlative 
in fantasy. Indeed, no fantasy world lacks the Aristotlean 
elements of air, earth, fire, and water; rather the author's addi¬ 
tion of magic as a fifth element and his reshaping of the four 
■^"Paper IX on the Pleasures of the Imagination," in The 
British Essayists, ed. Rev. Lionel Thomas Berguer, Vol. 12: 
Spectator No. 381-452 (London: T. and J. Allman, 1823), p. 161. 
20Tolkien, p. 81. 
^Aspects of the Novel (London: Edward Arnold, 1974), p. 75. 
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basic elements combine in a subtle alchemy that transmutes the 
primary world of reality into the sub-created world of fantasy. 
Thus a work of fantasy enchants the willing reader with magical 
happenings and enchanted beings. 
Though the depiction of imaginary beings and magical elements 
has existed in literature throughout history, the unique use of 
these elements in a medieval worldscape that holds fast to "an 
inner consistency of reality" is relatively recent. As pointed 
out earlier, Lin Carter and Lloyd Alexander both credit William 
Morris with writing the first modern fantasy novels in the 1890's. 
Morris called these works romances, and they were rich in the 
elements of fantasy. Similarly, medieval romance contained ele¬ 
ments of fantasy as manifested by an assortment of magical de¬ 
vices and spells and a variety of unusual beings. Yet these 
romances became so fantastically unreal that the feats of arms 
and elements of magic reached bombastic proportions. Lin Carter 
suggests that the beginning of the European novel in Rabelais' 
Gargantua and Pantagruel (1535) and Cervantes' Don Quixote (1605, 
1615) was a revolt against the elements of fantasy in romance. 
As a result of such bombastic proportions, realism was gradually 
introduced and fantasy was put aside for years by the new literary 
tradition. Damon Knight concludes that fantasy had no existence 
until after the appearance of realism in the nineteenth century 
because tales of supernatural and enchanted beings were common- 
^^Carter, Imaginary Worlds, p. 4. However, such a judgment 
lacks depth and neglects the special way in which both writers 
made use of such elements. Consequently, too much should not be 
made of this here. 
16 
23 place until then. Even after fantasy made its appearance in 
the 1890,s few critics attached much significance to this literary 
mode. As Northrop Frye states, the reason is that "the prevailing 
conception of serious fiction is enshrined in the title of F. R. 
Leavis' book The Great Tradition, a study of George Eliot, Henry 
James, and Joseph Conrad which assumes that these writers are 
central in a hierarchy of realistic novelists extending roughly 
from Defoe to D. H. Lawrence.Thus fantasy grew on the periphery 
of The Great Tradition because it did not attempt to be ''realistic" 
in respect to describing the primary world mimetically. Nonethe¬ 
less, Frye points out that J, R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the 
Rings proves central in a tradition of its own with roots in the 
25 
works of George MacDonald, Lewis Carroll, and William Morris. 
Though MacDonald and Carroll both wrote works that contain 
elements of fantasy, neither uses an invented medieval worldscape; 
moreover, Carroll is not concerned with inner realism, and Mac- 
Donald's tales occur in dreamland. So even though these writers 
are included in the roots of fantasy, works such as Alice in 
Wonderland or Lilith are not within the central tradition of 
fantasy. Morris was the first writer to use magical elements and 
23 Foreword, The Golden Road: Great Tales of Fantasy and 
Supernatural (New York: Simon an^ Schuster, 1973), p. 9. The 
force of realism here is concern for a realistic physical and 
topographical environment for the action, not social or psycholo¬ 
gical realism. 
2 A The Secular Scripture: A Study of the Structure of Romance 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976), p. 42. 
^Frye, p. 42. 
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imaginary beings in a story set in an invented or sub-created 
medieval worldscape. 
Of course, the elements of fantasy have existed in literature 
since classical times. Yet there is a decisive departure of pur¬ 
pose between classical and medieval writers who used elements of 
fantasy and the works of Morris. The earlier writers did not con¬ 
sciously compose fantasy but worked within the literary framework 
of their times. Writers such as MacDonald, Carroll, Morris, and 
Tolkien worked outside of the prevailing literary trends of their 
times, outside of "The Great Tradition." 
With Morris alone modern fantasy begins. His contemporaries 
acknowledged that his prose works were a new type of literature. 
Theodore Watts wrote of the prose romances that ". . . even those 
who do not like them must call £ them^ the most original composi¬ 
tions in the imaginative literature of our time."^ in an early 
study of Morris, A. Clutton-Brock wrote that the prose romances 
"belong to no time or place and are like no other tales in English 
27 literature." Morris' original literary creation forms the founda¬ 
tion of a tradition which includes such writers as Lord Dunsany, 
E. R. Eddison, James Branch Cabell, Charles Williams, C. S. Lewis, 
J. R. R. Tolkien, Mervyn Peake, Ursula LeGuin, and Katherine Kurtz— 
all outstanding writers of fantasy. Together with a number of 
/■ 
Theodore Watts, an unsigned review from Athenaeum, in 
William Morris: The Critical Heritage, ed. Peter Faulkner (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1973), p. 418. 
27 William Morris: His Work and Influence (London: Williams 
and Norgate, 1914), p. 187. 
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lesser known writers, these figures have followed in the tradition 
established by Morris of using elements of fantasy from earlier 
literary forms and restructuring and reshaping these elements in 
an invented medieval worldscape within the framework of the novel. 
It is the strength and pureness of this unbroken chain of writers 
from Morris until the present day that make it possible to consider 
fantasy as a distinct literary mode and to examine further the 
origins and roots of fantasy within medieval romance and its fore¬ 
runners, particularly epic and classical romance. 
ELEMENTS OF FANTASY IN EPIC AND ROMANCE 
Fantasy, as here defined, did not appear until the 1890's, 
and therefore had the benefit of all literary types, elements, and 
techniques created earlier. However, the significant origins and 
analogues of fantasy can be found in medieval romance and in the 
myths, marchen, folktales, and epic material which contributed to 
the genre of romance. These contributions will be the significant 
material for examination here. Special emphasis will be given to 
medieval romance, and the discussion will center upon the charac¬ 
ter types, magical elements, themes, and other trappings that 
romance derived from epic and passed on to fantasy. 
Prior to examining the nature of the relationship between 
modern fantasy and medieval romance, one must examine the modern 
romance genre as it relates to the aims of this study. Often 
modern romance has been defined by critics who wish to contrast 
it with the novel for purposes of genre classification. An early, 
often quoted distinction between the modern romance and the novel 
appears in Clara Reeves' Progress of Romance. There she says. 
The Romance, in lofty and elevated language 
describes what never happened nor is likely 
to happen. The Novel gives a familiar re¬ 
lation of such things, as pass, everyday be¬ 
fore our eyes. . . . 
Progress of Romance, excerpted in George L. Barnett, ed., 
Eighteenth-Century"British Novelists on the Novel (New York: Apple- 
ton Century-Crofts, 1968), p. 135. 
20 
This distinction is further developed by Rene' Wellek and Austin 
Warren, who point out that the novel is realistic and mimetic but 
that the romance is poetic or "mythic." They also contend that 
the romance follows the conventions of epic and of medieval romance 
so that it often neglects versimilitude to reach for a higher 
2 
reality. In short, romances present the improbable, novels the 
possible. C. Hugh Holman suggests that romance is frequently de¬ 
fined as a kind of fiction that is fully the product of the author's 
imagination and that does not attempt to reproduce the actual world 
with versimilitude.3 The novel and the romance emphasize contrast¬ 
ing narrative purposes: the novel conveys realism and strives to 
relate or reproduce mimetically events as they might occur in the 
known world; the romance is more imaginative in that it presents 
events which normally do not occur in the knoxm world, except per¬ 
haps in our dreams. Romance does more than allow the reader to 
retreat from the here-and-now world, for it allows him to trans¬ 
cend this world and its limitations and to allow his imagination 
to run freely in the realm of make-believe. Maurice A. Shroder 
sums it up by saying that "Romance is essentially escapist litera¬ 
ture, it appeals to the emotions and imagination of the reader, 
invites him to marvel at an enchanted world of triumphant 
, „4 
adventure. 
O 
Theory of Literature (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 
Inc., 1956), p. 210 . 
3 
Holman, A Handbook to Literature, p. 459. 
^"The Novel as Genre," in Theory of the Novel, ed. Phillip 
Stevick (New York: The Free Press, 1967), p. 21. 
21 
Taken together, the preceding definitions establish the 
idea that romance is imaginative literature written about the 
improbable and following some of the conventions of epic and 
medieval romance. Fantasy, which depicts events and marvels that 
are improbable and even impossible in the primary world, yet sta¬ 
ble and supportive within the context of the sub-created, imaginary 
world, is clearly a special mode of romance. More specifically, 
fantasy follows certain conventions of medieval romance and pos¬ 
sesses a characteristic flavor of medievalism that sets it apart 
from most romances. Not too surprisingly, many writers of fantasy 
were or are scholars of medieval literature.^ These writers of 
romance created a literature of heroic and amorous adventures 
set in an invented or typical worldscape in a medieval setting and 
reflecting medieval culture. Though this worldscape gets realis¬ 
tic presentation, part of the worldscape involves magic and 
magical devices; enchanters, enchantresses, and enchanted beings; 
and supernatural creatures or marvelous beings or events. These 
constituent parts of fantasy had been created and used in prior 
literary forms with transformation and modification as they passed 
from epic to Graeco-Byzantine and classical romance on to medieval 
romance and then to a lesser extent into modern romance before 
coalescing in the mode of fantasy. The material for examination 
C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien are both respected medi¬ 
eval scholars and writers of fantasy. Katherine Kurtz, a contem¬ 
porary writer of fantasy, is a student of medieval history. The 
influence of medieval literature and culture in the work of 
William Morris is a well-known fact. Many other writers of fan¬ 
tasy have followed the approach of Lewis, Tolkien, and Morris in 
their literary creations. 
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here includes the following: the character types of the hero and 
the heroine; the nature and purpose of the heroic quest; the 
various depictions and manifestations of elements of magic such 
as magical or supernatural beings, enchanted beings, magical de¬ 
vices and occurences, and marvelous or imaginary beings; and, 
lastly, the realistic presentation of an imaginative worldscape. 
The depiction of heroic characters has been recounted through¬ 
out the history of literature. Epic, an early form of narrative, 
contains accounts of the courageous deeds and martial feats of a 
hero or group of heroes whose actions are important to a tribe, 
region, or nation. The epic hero is always a man of superlatives, 
and the typical epic hero displays outstanding courage, endurance, 
fortitude, and martial skills. There is little physical descrip¬ 
tion in epic, and the hero is frequently characterized by fixed 
epithets, especially in the Homeric epics. Thus the heroes are 
variously identified as "warlike Menelaos," "powerful Agamemnon," 
"tall Hektor," "resourceful Odysseus," "huge Telemonian Aias," 
and so on. Together, these superlative qualities and fixed epi¬ 
thets are standard characterizations that apply to the epic hero; 
however, different circumstances and demands highlight more indi¬ 
vidual characteristics of the epic hero. 
The Homeric epics set the general pattern for heroic quali¬ 
ties. All the heroes share bravery, valor, skill in arms, and 
concern for honor and fame. Their code of honor centers about 
the concept of arete, a demanding complex of obligations which 
radiate in all directions. Agamemnon's proud and arrogant be¬ 
havior debases that code and creates the confrontation between 
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himself and Achilleus, who leaves the fighting to reassert the 
principle of the code but slips into his own form of debasement 
by the absolute demands he makes. The combined prideful action 
of the two men causes the death of many Greeks, takes the life 
of Patroklos, and destroys the normal moral self of Achilleus. 
Agamemnon grudgingly settles the quarrel with Achilleus, who 
redirects his wrath toward Hektor and kills the Trojan hero. Only 
the powerful paternal pleas of Priam stop his desecration of 
Hektor's body and restore the fundamental moral self of Achilleus. 
Within the framework of this egoistic confrontation. Homer 
shows much more about the range of heroic qualities. Patroklos, 
for example, represents the same concern for pride and honor as 
does Achilleus, but without putting it above the well-being of 
his fellow warriors. Diomedes is also a "gung-ho" hero, but 
he does not allow that pride to interfere with his obligations 
to his fellow warriors. He criticizes Odysseus for not going to 
rescue Nestor when the older warrior is in danger. He also objects 
to satisfying the proud nature of Achilleus by offering him so 
much to return to the fighting. Aias is the exemplar of firm 
fortitude and devotion to duty by being constantly in the fore¬ 
front of the fighting and standing firmly beside his companions- 
in-arms. Cunning, resourceful, and intelligent Odysseus does 
not let his passions or personal concerns interfere with his 
obligations to the common cause, and the use of his intellectual 
resources puts him a shade above the other warriors so that he 
earns the armor of Achilleus and provides the means to deceive 
and defeat the Trojans. Hektor, though on the Trojan side. 
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shares the expected warrior qualities with them and adds concern 
for the well-being of his people and a pride in not doing any¬ 
thing that might lessen his honor or shame his people. He dies 
for his devotion to such qualities. All of these varied sterling 
characteristics get further development in the other classical 
epics. 
The Odyssey develops the resourcefulness and endurance of 
Odysseus while he is being tested in intellectual and moral qual¬ 
ities to survive the dangers and temptations faced on the way back 
to his homeland. In the process he gets his men into and out 
of dangerous situations to earn his designation as the "man of 
many devices." Aeneas, the hero of Virgil's Aeneid, also has a 
variety of skills and qualities. To his skill as a warrior he 
adds the qualities needed to lead and represent his people in 
both war and peace. His developed pietas and organizational and 
diplomatic talents change him from a reluctant hero to a committed 
exemplar of Roman virtues relevant to the needs of the empire and 
to the glorification of Augustus Caesar. 
Beowulf, the hero of the Anglo-Saxon epic which bears his 
name, displays both superior physical powers and martial skill, 
but, like Odysseus, Aeneas, and Hektor, he also acts for the 
best interests of his people and the spirit of the Germanic 
comitatus. He does not allow personal pride to affect his obliga¬ 
tions to his overlord or to his people, for he is both the exem¬ 
plary retainer and ruler. Such loyalty and fealty are carried 
even further in the Poema del Cid. The Cid, though exiled by 
his imprudent lord. King Alfonso, never falters in his service 
to his ruler or to his people; instead he battles the enemies of 
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Spain, honors Alfonso, and brings punishment to the court enemies 
who have caused both him and the kingdom much trouble. 
Collectively and individually, these examples demonstrate the 
most pertinent qualities of the epic hero, and they appear in all 
works of heroic narrative. They provide the qualities needed to 
perform the many and varied quests or tasks set for the individual 
heroes of epic, and they will be passed on to the romance genre, 
where they will both be added to and modified. 
The attributes of the epic hero are found in part in the 
characterization of the classical hero; however, the actions of 
the hero in classical romance are not vital to the concerns of a 
group or nation. Typically, this hero is very handsome, and 
Habrocomes, the hero of Xenephon's An Ephesian Tale, is quite 
haughty and overly proud because of his attractiveness. Eliza¬ 
beth Hazelton Haight notes that the chief qualities of the hero 
in Greek romance include nobility, personal and military courage, 
and devotion to his lady, his friends, and his father.^ In 
addition, the hero is typically quite young and has not been ex¬ 
posed to the hardships of the world prior to his quest or set of 
adventures. All in all, these figures do not approach the heroic 
stature of the epic hero, for they do not willingly seek adventure 
or participate in campaigns requiring them to serve the needs of 
a people or a state. Their motivations are more particularly 
individual and personal. 
In medieval romance, the typical heroic figure, the knight, 
^Essays on the Greek Romances (1943; rpt. Port Washington, 
New York: Kennikat Press, Inc., 1965), p. 30. 
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retains the martial skills, courage, and fortitude possessed by 
the epic hero. The knight is also depicted in a very idealized and 
stereotyped manner, as, for example, in Marie de France's lai 
"The Two Lovers," where the young hero is simply described as 
"noble, courteous, fair." Physical descriptions receive little 
attention in medieval romance because the knight was such an 
idealized figure. Consequently, such stock features as clear 
eyes, brown hair, fair skin, and possibly a mouth "red as a rose" 
are used to describe Tristan, Parzival, or Ywain. Furthermore, the 
knights conformed to the ideals of chivalry—ideals which stressed 
not only martial competence but also such traits as honor, modesty, 
and gentilesse. 
At this point, the characterization of the heroine must be 
brought into focus. In the rare instances when a heroine appears 
in epic, she is frequently a female version of the male warrior, 
and, as such, she is a strong and skilled warrior. The figure of 
the Amazon warrior appears twice in classical epic. In the Aithiopis 
of Arktinos of Miletus, Penthesilea appears as an ally of the 
Trojans after Hektor's death. Camilla appears in the Aeneid as 
the brave leader of the Volscians. Though she proves to be a 
fierce and capable opponent, each of these female warriors fights 
and dies for the losing side. Obviously no truly feminine quali¬ 
ties are evident in the characterization of such figures. However, 
the long-suffering and faithful wife of Odysseus, Penelope, merits 
mention as a prototype for some of the later heroines. She 
tolerates her insolent suitors as patiently as she can, and when, 
they force her to choose among them, she devises a ruse of weaving 
and unweaving a shroud to stall a decision she finds dreadful. 
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Of course, there are several other female figures in The 
Odyssey, but these women, Nausikaa, Circe, and Kalypso, prove to 
be only temptations that a man less determined than Odysseus 
would have succumbed to instead of continuing his grueling return 
homeward. Much the same can be said for Dido, who for a while 
keeps Aeneas from his mission until the gods reawaken his sense 
of duty. Even though some of these women such as Nausikaa, Dido, 
and later Aude in The Song of Roland possess many of the qualities 
found in the heroines of later literary forms, these characters 
remain only on the fringes of the epic quest. And the dark atmos¬ 
phere of revenge in Das Nibelungenlied certainly did not yield 
any models for the heroines who appear in medieval romance. 
In classical and Graeco-Byzantine romance one finds the first 
depictions of the heroine, and the characteristics set forth there 
soon become stereotyped. Haight points out that in these early 
romances the heroine is typically beautiful and virginal. More¬ 
over, she notes that the heroine exhibits devotion to her family, 
a generous and sympathetic nature, and heroic resolution if her 
chastity or loved ones are endangered. In addition, cleverness 
and deception are also highly praised traits.'' The heroines in 
Daphnis and Chloe and An Ephesian Tale both possess these traits, 
and they are also physically similar, for each has yellow hair, 
smooth skin, and shining eyes. The emphasis on feminity is merged 
with a potential for heroic action whenever and wherever necessary, 
but the heroine here is by no means a female warrior. Further¬ 
more, in such works as An Ephesian Tale or Daphnis and Chloe, the 
^Haight, pp. 132, 30. 
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hero and heroine are equally important to the story. 
The typically beautiful heroine found in the classical ro¬ 
mances also appears in medieval romance. For example, the heroine 
in "Laiistic," by Marie de France, is described as beautiful, 
courteous, and fair. These are the essential features each heroine 
of medieval romance possesses, but these features are commonly 
expressed in similes which may lean to hyperbole. As a rule, 
beautiful hair, which is usually "like gold," shining eyes, and 
radiantly clear skin combined with a sweet, noble, and virtuous 
disposition characterize the heroine of medieval romance. Because 
of the diverse influences of troubadour poetry, Ovid's work, 
Frauendienst, and other shaping forces, the position of women 
is elevated in medieval romance. As a result, the heroine becomes 
an object of esteem and worship, an inspirer of courtesy and 
bravery. 
Within the chivalric framework of medieval romance, the roles 
of the hero and the heroine are dependent upon each other: the 
hero serves the heroine, the heroine inspires the hero. Their 
roles are also quite distinct, for the hero participates in the 
action while the heroine remains at court. 
From these earlier types of heroic literature, writers of 
fantasy absorbed and altered many of these typical features of 
the hero and heroine. In fantasy', the hero is typically brave, 
strong, and handsome. In addition, he possesses martial skills 
and resourcefulness. This hero may or may not be a knight or a 
noble, but, regardless of his social rank, the actions and demeanor 
of the hero in fantasy reflect noble qualities. The hero in 
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fantasy is not given over to excesses, but is usually an even- 
tempered person—except perhaps when he combats evil. Thus the 
hero in fantasy is a composite of various heroic traits from earlier 
forms of literature. In like manner, the heroine in fantasy is 
not a reproduction of a heroine from the tradition of any prior 
literary form. She is typically beautiful and gentle, but her 
hair is not always yellow or her eyes always blue. Coupled with 
her expected physical beauty are an adventursome spirit and heroic 
capabilities. A work of fantasy may be built around the deeds of 
a heroine as well as around the performance of a hero. Thus the 
hero and heroine of fantasy are reflections of various traits of 
their counterparts in earlier heroic narrative without being exact 
reproductions of any. 
One central aspect of literature dealing with heroic exploits 
is the motif of the quest. The values of any society, group, or 
nation emphasize what goals and honors are worthy of attaining, 
and so the motif of the quest will reflect different values in 
various forms of heroic narrative. As a consequence, devotion 
to a concept of personal and group honor is a recurring characteris¬ 
tic of heroic narrative. 
The Iliad of Homer recounts part of the Greek and Trojan 
War and the Greek quest to recover Helen and to punish her abduc¬ 
tors. Different heroes bring different qualities to this quest 
and therefore take a variety of approaches to the conflict. 
Achilleus allows his concern for arete to become clouded by 
desire for personal glory and thus undermines his proper service 
to the Greeks. Hektor is also concerned with personal pride 
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and honor, but he puts the defense of his people above his con¬ 
cern for individual honor. 
The other Homeric epic, The Odyssey, relates the homecoming 
quest of Odysseus. Though he possess martial dexterity, Odysseus 
relies upon his wit, endurance, and moral fortitude to reach 
Ithaka and settle the chaos in his land and in his life to re¬ 
establish himself as son, father, husband, and ruler. 
Virgil's Aeneid presents the twin quests of Aeneas to lead 
his people to a new homeland and to assure a safe settlement there. 
Though the honor and prestige Aeneas enjoys (due to his military 
victory) is important to him, his prime motivation goes beyond 
such selfish wishes to a desire to serve his people as a warrior 
and as a diplomat. 
In Beowulf the hero undertakes a quest abroad to destroy a 
destructive monster. Beowulf is motivated by his sense of duty 
to a king who aided his father and by his desire to maintain his 
heroic credentials among his peers. Later Beowulf becomes ruler 
of the Geats and serves his people effectively by remaining at 
home instead of going abroad to enhance his heroic reputation. In 
his old age Beowulf fights his final battle against a dragon to 
save his people. 
Classical and Graeco-Byzantine romances present a different 
type of quest motif. Though the hero performs brave deeds and^ 
martial feats, his motivation comes from his love for his lady, 
not from either a code of honor, as in the case of Achilleus, or 
from a sense of service to his people or nation, as in the case 
of Aeneas. Typically, the quest in this early form of romance 
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involves the efforts of a pair of young lovers to reunite after 
separation; love provides their inspiration for enduring the woes 
and hardships that the sundering of the lovers entails. Conse¬ 
quently, the treatment of the heroic quest in early romances such 
as An Ephesian Tale or Daphnis and Chloe tends to be rather melo¬ 
dramatic . 
In medieval romance, the emphasis on adventure found in epic 
and the emphasis on love in classical romance merge in the code 
of chivalry. This twin focus is also present in the forerunners 
of medieval romance such as the vast body of Celtic and Arthurian 
material and the short lais of French literature. The twin focus 
on love and adventure in medieval romance develops into the 
chivalric code—an honor code requiring that a knight fulfill 
obligations to love and to martial duties. A. B. Taylor points 
out that "the outstanding features of medieval romance are . . . 
adventure and love, the love of a man for a woman being the pivot, 
and the adventures framed to enhance the portrayal of that love."® 
These conflicting themes of love-related and martial obligations 
may tie the action together as they do in Ywain. There Ywain 
undertakes his initial quest in order to preserve the honor of the 
Table Round. His martial triumph leads him into an amorous re¬ 
lation with Laudine. In order to maintain his status as a success¬ 
ful lover and warrior, Ywain knows he must carefully juggle his 
g 
An Introduction to Medieval Romance (1930; rpt. New York: 
Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1969), p. 210. Also see Foster E. Guyer, 
Romance in the Making: Chre/tien de Troyes and the Earliest French 
Romances (New York: S. L. Vanni, 1954), p. 2 
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dual obligations. To that end he participates in tournaments to 
re-establish his position as a warrior and therefore neglects his 
promise and obligations to Laudine. As a result, the hero must 
undertake another quest to re-establish his personal honor and 
to regain Laudine's favor. 
Dual obligations lead to inevitable tragedy and sorrow in 
Tristan, where Tristan and Isolde are torn between their hopeless 
love for one another and their expected fealty to King Mark. 
Similarly, Sir Lancelot and Queen Guenevere find themselves trapped 
in the conflict between their love for each other and their respec¬ 
tive duties to the chivalric code in the Morte D'Arthur of Malory. 
Another familiar quest motif in medieval romance is one 
that involves a religious and/or moral function. One such work 
is Wolfram's Parzival, a splendid account of the search for the 
Holy Grail. In order to achieve his quest, Parzival must transcend 
the chivalric world with its obligations and devote himself to 
something higher, in this case religion. As in Parzival, the 
chivalric world is limiting to the hero in Sir Gawain and the 
Green Knight. Though the principles of chivalry are important 
to Gawain, he must rise above the secular concerns of chivalry 
to acquire religious and moral grace. Yet, regardless of the aim 
of the heroic quest in medieval romance, this quest proves a soli¬ 
tary and lonely undertaking that is important to the hero, not to 
the nation or state. And so the hero may aimlessly seek adventure, 
any adventure, in order to satisfy his obligations to the chivalric 
Q 
world or to rise above this world. 
^The romance Aucassin and Nicolete is an exception because 
it parodies certain conventions of medieval romance. The two young 
lovers are completely devoted to one another and are not concerned 
about the duties of the chivalric world. 
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Although the hero and heroine of fantasy tend to be modeled 
outwardly on the hero and heroine in medieval romance, the nature 
and the purpose of the heroic quest in fantasy does not follow 
exactly the model of the quest in either medieval romance, classi¬ 
cal romance, or epic. Instead a filtering and mixing of various 
components of the heroic quest appears. Group action, as in 
the epic, may be found in fantasy. On the other hand, the hero 
may make a solitary quest as in medieval romance. The typical 
quest in fantasy may involve the interests of a state or country 
as in The Worm Ouroborus or in The Chronicles of the Deryni, or 
the heroic quest may involve a special or magical object such as 
in The Well at the World's End or in The Broken Sword. Though 
the quest motif passed into fantasy, the concept of honor and the 
code of chivalry did not. Love themes are present in fantasy, but 
these themes are not dominant features of the mode. Curiosity, 
destiny, or duty may motivate the hero of fantasy, but love is 
rarely the central motivation of the heroic quest.-'-® Thus, while 
the adventures of the epic warrior and the medieval romance hero 
passed into the mode of fantasy, the motivations and inspirations 
behind the quest motif in earlier literature did not generally 
become a part of fantasy. 
Magic and marvels are also connected to the quest motif in 
literature. The Greek deities in the Homeric epics participate 
in the human quests before them. They intervene in the Trojan 
"^One excpetion is found in The King of Elfland's Daughter 
by Lord Dunsany. Here Alveric searches for his lost wife Lirazel, 
but there is no hint of courtly love conventions. 
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War to aid their favorite heroes, as, for example, Aphrodite 
does when Aeneas is wounded in The Iliad. Frequently, the gods 
enter directly into the battle and inspire either the Greeks or 
the Trojans to greater fury and valor. In The Odyssey, Athene 
protects Odysseus, but Poseidon harasses him. Kalypso constrains 
Odysseus until Zeus orders her to release him. The deities of 
epic also practice shape-changing. Circe turns Odysseus' crew 
into swine, and Athene changes Odysseus into a tramp. In The 
Aeneid, the Roman divinities intercede to aid or interfere with 
Aeneas' quest, as Venus and Juno, respectively, do. Divine beings 
do not continue with their roles in later epics such as Beowulf 
or Das Nibelungenlied; however, they do figure somewhat in classi¬ 
cal romance, though there they are mostly lesser gods. In Daphnis 
and Chloe, for example, the pastoral deities intervene to protect 
the young lovers. Even in these classical romances the role of the 
divinities is greatly diminished from its previous status in classi¬ 
cal epic. 
Though the classical deities vanished in heroic literature, 
the role of magical beings continued to be important in later 
literature. A strong sense of the supernatural and concern for 
magical and mystical elements is present in the mass of Celtic 
and Arthurian material that contributes to medieval romance. In 
this body of material, the character Merlin, certainly the best 
known wizard in literature, first appears. The enchanter be¬ 
comes an important figure in medieval romance; moreover, as Lin 
Carter contends, the wizard is an archetypal figure alien to epic 
and initially introduced in romance."'""'- The female sorceress or 
"'""''Carter, Tolkien, p. 122. 
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enchantress is also found in medieval romance but is alien to 
epic. Besides Merlin, other examples of well-known magical beings 
in medieval romance include Oberon, Morgan le Fay, Malagigi, and 
Cundrie la sorci^re. Though they are not agents of fate, 
their powers are similar to those of the classical gods and god¬ 
desses found in epic.-^ Merlin could alter his shape or the shape 
of others, could advise Arthur by foretelling the future, and could 
weave spells over the enemies of the king. Oberon, who aided Huon 
of Bordeaux, could "summon warriors from the earth, create mirages 
of forests and rivers, and raise tempests."-'-^ Morgan le Fay is 
a shape-changer appearing as both a beautiful young lady and an 
ugly older woman in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. According 
to English legend, she is also a healer, and in The Morte D'Arthur 
she is one of the three queens on the ship that carried away the 
dying King Arthur. These agents of magical power are not the cen¬ 
tral figures of any medieval romance, but they are nevertheless 
important figures because their powers can be used either to help 
or to impede in the completion of the heroic quest. 
These figures passed from medieval romance into modern fan¬ 
tasy with very little change. Though various elements of marchen, 
legend, and folktale may also have carried the figure of the en¬ 
chanter to fantasy, these figures maintain practically the same 
Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1957), p. 136, Northrop Frye notes that romance tends to 
"displace myth in a human direction." Thus the magical beings 
in medieval romance have the powers of gods but live among and 
look like men. 
l^Taylor, p. 222. 
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powers and the same status they possess in medieval romance. The 
evil enchantress is a common character in Morris' fantasy, where 
she is almost always endowed with the ability to change her shape. 
The wizard is perhaps found with greater frequency in fantasy than 
the sorceress. For all practical purposes, Tolkien's wizard Gandalf 
could easily exchange roles with Merlin because their magical 
capabilities and wisdom in counseling are about equal. 
Beings under the spells of enchantment are naturally present 
whenever beings who wield magical powers are about, Enchanted 
heroes have long been a part of legend and folktale. According 
to Greek legend (not Homer), Achilleus was invulnerable except 
for the heel by which Thetis held him when she submerged him in 
the Styx. Circe turns a number of Odysseus' crew into swine, but, 
with aid from Hermes, the hero of The Odyssey avoids their fate 
and forces Circe to undo her spell. Often in mythology, the gods 
punish an individual in their disfavor by changing him into some 
type of plant or animal or other natural feature. In the famous 
classical story Metamorphosis or The Golden Ass by Apulius, the nar¬ 
rator is transformed by witchcraft into an ass. The Metamorphoses 
of Ovid is full of enchanted beings who are variously transformed 
into flowers, birds, trees, insects, stars, and fish. The motif 
of the enchanted or transformed person is very popular in folk 
legends and is represented in the medieval romance The Wedding of 
Sir Gawayn and Dame Ragnell, in which the loathly lady becomes a 
beautiful maid after the knight yields his will to her and thus 
dissolves the spell over her. The ever-popular theme of enchant¬ 
ment is naturally found in later fairy-tales, plays, and stories, 
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and nearly all children know some tale where the prince or prin¬ 
cess has been turned into a frog. The motif of enchantment also 
appears in fantasy, where it is most fully celebrated in Peter 
S. Beagle's The Last Unicorn. 
Magical devices and occurences are likewise popular in imagina¬ 
tive literature, and they appear in epic and romance. Achilleus 
and Aeneas both receive celestial armor especially made for them 
by the gods. Hermes gives Odysseus the herb moly to ward off the 
magic of Circe. In Das Nibelungenlied Sigfrid wins from Alberich 
the dwarf a magic cloak which gives the wearer the strength 
of twelve men and also renders him invisible. The Icelandic 
epic Njal's Saga is full of accounts of magical devices such as 
Hallgrim's magic halberd and of magical occurences such as the 
visions, portents, and omens found throughout the work. Magical 
devices and happenings are also stock features in Graeco-Byzantine 
romance, where accounts of gliders, robots, and carbuncles fore¬ 
shadow much later technology. Oracles and prophetic dreams are 
also standard features in classical romance. The later fore¬ 
runners of medieval romance such as the French lais and the Celtic 
and Arthurian materials show the continuing popularity of magical 
motifs. Examples include the magic strength-giving potion in 
Marie de France's "Deus Amanz" and the crimson flower the weasel 
brings to revive her dead mate in Marie's MEliduc." The Holy 
Grail and the magic boat which comes for Arthur at his death are 
found in the Celtic and Arthurian materials. Numerous examples 
of magical devices appear throughout medieval romance. Chretien's 
works contain several excellent accounts of magical devices. In 
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Ywain, the hero is given a ring of invisibility, and in Cliges, 
a magic potion is used to deceive the emperor on his wedding night. 
The incredible fountain in Ywain is certainly one of the most re¬ 
markable magical devices in romance. The magic potion appears as 
a love philtre in Tristan. Parzival is one of many accounts con¬ 
cerning the quest for the mystical and revered Holy Grail or San- 
greal. Among the other numerous magical devices in Parzival is the 
incredible, all-seeing "T.V." pillar. As A. B. Taylor notes, in 
medieval romance there is a wide variety of talismans that are 
capable of protecting life, foretelling dangers, providing unlimited 
14 food, and granting the possessor wondrous feats. Special weapons 
of a magical character are also common in medieval romance. Excal- 
ibur, King Arthur's sword, is a well-known example. There are 
magical shields in Parzival, Orlando Furioso, and The Faerie Queen. 
The above examples illustrate the fact that magical devices are 
frequently found in heroic literature, especially in medieval ro¬ 
mance. Accounts of such magical and marvelous devices and events 
are also found in later folk literature and marchen. Talismans 
and magical events are standard elements in fantasy as well. Tol¬ 
kien constructed a trilogy around the powers of a group of magical 
rings which can give their possessors a variety of powers; more¬ 
over, Tolkien also uses such devices as a "t.v." crystal, magical 
weapons, and glowing phials of starlight. The Deryni Chronicles 
of Katherine Kurtz contain all sorts of magical devices capable 
of doing everything from creating a protective shield of magic 
to instantaneously transporting a person from one place to another. 
14Taylor, p. 222. 
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A final area which borders on and sometimes overlaps the 
various manifestations of magic in heroic literature is that of 
marvelous or imaginary beings or creatures who are not themselves 
either possessors of magical skills or are not victims of a trans¬ 
formation or metamorphosis. Beings in this category range from 
hideous monsters to charming animals. Massive numbers of legends 
and folktales have spawned accounts of such creatures. In Homer's 
Odyssey, an abundant and diverse number of these beings exist, 
especially in the account of the wandering of Odysseus where he 
encounters such monstrous entities as Polyphemos, Sky11a, Charybdis, 
the Laistrygones, and such strange beings as the Lotus Eaters and 
the Sirens. The epic Beowulf contains more accounts of monstrous 
fiends. Grendel and his hag mother are two felons Beowulf faces; 
the dragon, certainly one of the most popular types of monsters 
in literature, is another. Classical mythology contains a host 
of unusual creatures ranging from the monstrous beings like the 
Sphinx, Chimaera, and Griffin, to the marvelous creatures like 
the Centaurs and Pegasus. Other incredible beasts such as the 
Phoenix, basiliks, and unicorns are also found in mythology. 
Imaginary beasts are included in the various versions of The 
Argonautica, in which Jason calms a pair of fire-breathing bulls 
and puts a dragon to sleep. Tales of marvelous and imaginary 
beings are later found in medieval myths and legends, particular¬ 
ly in the Celtic and Irish material that precedes medieval romance. 
Ywain contains a number of marvelous creatures including the 
huge nature shepherd, the evil dragon, and the marvelous lion. 
Tristan contains a dragon and a giant, plus the fascinating dog 
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Petitcreiu who has a coat of ever-changing colors. Marvelous and 
incredible beings continued to appear in literature and were 
especially popular in fairy tales when this form of literature 
flourished near the end of the seventeenth century. When fantasy 
evolved toward the close of the nineteenth century, the marvelous 
and monstrous creatures found in previous forms of literature were 
present. The Worm Ouroborus, by E, R. Eddison, features griffins 
and manticores. In his Chronicles of Narnia, C. S, Lewis creates 
a number of talking animals and uses such familiar fabulous beasts 
as the centaur. Certainly the catalog of imaginary and marvelous 
creatures in J. R, R. Tolkien's The Hobbit and The Lord of the 
Rings rivals the diversity found in Homer's The Odyssey. Tolkien 
uses traditional marvelous entities like trolls and dragons, creates 
his own monsters, such as Shelob the spider and the Balrog, a 
fiend in Grendel's tradition, and endows eagles and wolves as 
speaking agents of good and evil respectively. 
The various components of magic and enchantment that eventually 
passed into fantasy remain essentially unaltered from their earlier 
forms in epic, myth, and medieval romance except that, if any¬ 
thing, these components seem more real and more believable in the 
specially constructed worldscapes common to the mode of fantasy. 
In epic, little attention is given to story setting, and as a 
result, there is little sense of place in epic. The Odyssey, how¬ 
ever, is an exception, and the accounts of the wanderings of 
Odysseus are especially vivid. Even so, Richmond Lattimore points 
out that there are serious difficulties involved in trying to 
join the topographical features to the geographical locations be- 
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cause of the mixture of fact and fancy in the accounts of the 
lands and the people Odysseus encounters in his journey. Like 
epic, classical romance does not contain many episodes in which 
a sense of reality is reflected. The pastoral Daphnis and Chloe 
does contain a clear portrayal of the simple and happy life the 
young lovers enjoy; otherwise, the melodramatic and episodic nature 
of classical romance allows little room for much concern about 
either geography or mimetic reproduction. Likewise, according 
to both D. W. Robertson, Jr. and C. S. Lewis, medieval romance 
1 6 lacks inner realism. In The Age of Chivalry, Thomas Bullfinch 
notes that because of the oral tradition of medieval romance 
"Anachronisms became of course very common, and errors of geography, 
of locality, of manners equally so."17 Medieval romance stresses 
the sensational and neglects the ordinary. Eventually the genre 
became the source of parody and finally was on the verge of dis¬ 
integration. Scholars commonly point to the appearance of Don 
Quixote as an event which, in Northrop Frye's words, "signalized 
1 Q 
the death of one kind of fiction and the birth of another kind." 
With the subsequent appearance of the novel in the eighteenth 
century, the emphasis in literature shifted to mimesis. Even 
"'"^Introd., The Odyssey, by Homer, trans. Richmond Lattimore 
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1965), pp. 14-15. 
"^"The Character of Medieval Literature," in The Literature 
of Medieval England (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19 70), p. 
30, and An Experiment in Criticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1961), p. 159. 
^^Mythology, ed. Edmund Fuller (New York: Dell Publishing 
Co., Inc., 1959), p. 278. 
ISprye, The Secular Scripture, p. 39. Also see Carter, Tolkien, 
p. 132 and Gillian Beer, The Romance (London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 
1970), pp. 6-7. 
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though writers such as Melville and Hawthorne wrote what they 
called "romances," such works did not contain literary themes 
or motifs later developed in fantasy. However, the consequent 
blurring of distinctions between the romance and the novel meant 
that a realistic representation of reality was possible in romance. 
Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg point out that realism reached 
its zenith in the later nineteenth century, and, since then, "Realisi 
has proved so powerful an agent in narrative art that its influence 
may never wholly, disappear, literary artists may never recapture 
totally the innocence of pre-novelistic romance.""'"^ Fantasy was 
born during the heyday of realism and conceived in the framework 
of the novel. The imaginative worldscape setting conunon to works 
of fantasy encompasses the details and business of ordinary day- 
to-day life which make the narrative more "real" for the reader. 
Moreover, geography and topography are important in fantasy; 
mountains, rivers, and woods are not merely mentioned, but they 
are described and embellished with color and individuality. In 
respect to earlier forms of heroic literature which contributed 
much to fantasy, fantasy differs in that it characteristically 
presents a world that is clearly imaginative yet very realistically 
depicted. 
The mode of fantasy is a derivative form of literature. 
From medieval romance and its predecessors, epic and classical 
romance, come the heroic character types, the quest motifs, and 
19The Nature of Narrative (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1966), p. 85. 
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the magical elements which passed into fantasy; from the novel 
comes an emphasis on mimetic reproduction. Consequently, fantasy 
is a special mode of romance in that in it the marvelous and 
heroic elements of earlier narrative literature are combined with 
the realistic presentation of later narrative literature. Fantasy 
begins with William Morris, and it is only natural to next examine 
how these constituent elements of fantasy were used in his writing 
and how he came to be the progenitor of the mode of fantasy. 
WILLIAM MORRIS, THE CREATOR 
OF FANTASY 
William Morris was a remarkable man who distinguished him¬ 
self through the number and the diversity of his achievements. 
Today we know Morris as a writer, painter, printer, weaver, trans¬ 
lator, designer, manufacturer, reformer, and socialist; indeed, 
Morris qualifies as something of a Renaissance Man. In all of 
his talents, Morris exhibited a marked interest and absorption in 
everything medieval in character. That interest in and disposi¬ 
tion toward medievalism led Morris to create the first works of 
fantasy in his post-1887 prose writing. 
Even when Morris was a child, the circumstances and the sur¬ 
roundings of his early life bred in him a love for old and medi¬ 
eval things. Paul Thompson points out that because Morris was 
a delicate child, the young boy learned to read at an early age 
and was reading Scott's novels when he was four."'" When Morris 
was six, his family moved to Woodford, an impressive estate with 
a park and a farm stretching to the border of Epping Forest. 
Thompson notes that Morris' health, had improved by the time of 
his family's move and that Morris "was soon exploring the coun¬ 
tryside, fishing, shooting rabbits, and starting to look at 
1The Work of William Morris (New York: The Viking Press, 
1967), p. 2. 
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churches." Moreover, as Alfred Noyes acknowledges, "... 
Morris' father had a great liking for the old churches in the 
neighborhood, with their monuments and brasses and . . . his 
young son used to accompany him on visits to them."^ Likewise, 
Esther Meynell notes that Morris developed "a quite unusual and 
unchildish taste for old houses, churches, brasses" at an early 
age.^ E. P. Thompson points out that, as a young child, Morris 
"had ridden the glades of Epping Forest in a toy suit of armour" 
and that "From his childhood his eye and visual memory were sharp 
for the architecture and art of the Middle Ages: and his games 
were those of knights, barons, and fairies."^ Morris' early 
fixation upon the past, particularly the Middle Ages, led J. W. 
Mackail to conclude that . .to Morris, the Middle Ages, out 
of which he sometimes seemed to have strayed into the nineteenth 
century, were his habitual environment: he lived in them as 
really and as simply as if he had been translated back to them in 
{L 
actual vision." 
Morris later attended Marlborough College. While there 
Morris learned very little, for the school was weak and unorganized 
However, the fascinations of his early childhood continued to 
Thompson, p. 2. 
William Morris (London: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1908), 
p. 4. 
^Portrait of William Morris (London: Chapman and Hall, 1947), 
p. 13. 
^William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1977), p. 4. 
6The Life of William Morris (1899; rpt. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1950), I, 132. 
^See E. P. Thompson, p. 2 and Paul Thompson, p. 3. 
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intrigue Morris. E. P. Thompson points out that "at Marlborough 
he was rather solitary, and thought to be eccentric, spending 
much of his time taking rubbings of brasses, visiting historical 
O 
sites. ..." Paul Thompson adds that "He spent his ample free 
time on long walks, muttering romantic stories of knights and 
q 
magic to himself, in the beautiful surrounding countryside." 
At Exeter College in Oxford, Morris' medievalism began to 
take shape and direction. The city and the college were as yet 
unrestored, and Morris was certainly at home among the old 
buildings and streets there. Yet Morris found the academic en¬ 
vironment disappointing. Soon, however, he made a close friend 
of Edward Burne-Jones, who, like Morris, was also bitter about the 
educational conditions at Exeter. Paul Thompson points out that 
Morris made few other friends at Oxford, but at Pembroke Burne- 
Jones introduced him to a circle of Birmingham friends who were 
concerned with religion, poetry, social problems, and political 
questions. Among this group of friends, Morris was influenced 
by Carlyle's Past and Present and Ruskin's chapter "The Nature 
of Gothic" in The Stones of Venice, works that led him to under¬ 
stand that "the middle ages had been more than feudal chivalry 
and gothic art: they had been a coherent way of life with a 
sound understanding of social duties, and their art was the ex¬ 
pression of the free and happy life of their craftsmen."''"^ From 
®E. P. Thompson, p. 5. 
^Paul Thompson, p. 3. 
10paul Thompson, pp. 4-5. 
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these early influences, Morris began to conceive of the Middle 
Ages as a time when people lived happily and simply and were 
content with their work. Morris saw the England of his time 
differently, and in the Oxford and Cambridge Magazine he wrote that 
"we have before us a Hercules task to sweep the world clear of 
work-houses, open sewers, strikes, money-grubbings, over-popula¬ 
tion, and an ugly infinity of political and religious phantasms 
. . . .Even as early as college, Morris found little to 
praise concerning the quality of life in England. 
Around this time, Morris and Burne-Jones discovered the lit¬ 
erature of the Middle Ages. They avidly read and shared such works 
and writers as Thorpe's Northern Mythology, Malory's Morte D'Arthur, 
Arthurian romances, Chaucer, and Froissart. Morris also read novels 
that possessed the qualities of medieval stories; for example, 
12 he read Scott, Defoe, Dickens, Dumas, and Hugo. He also spent 
much time in the library at Exeter studying medieval art, history, 
and archaeology. Out of these readings and studies, Morris de¬ 
veloped an appreciation of and love for medieval literature and 
art. Moreover, he and Burne-Jones became life-long friends and 
collaborators on a number of books, including the famous Kelmscott- 
Chaucer, business projects, and artistic endeavors. 
Burne-Jones also introduced Morris to Dante Gabriel Rossetti 
and the Pre-Raphaelite movement. 'Urged by Rossetti, Morris tried 
^William Morris: Medievalist and Revolutionary (1945; rpt. 
New York: Russell and Russell, 1970), p. 31. 
12 
Paul Thompson, pp. 148-49. Also see J. N. Swanell, 
William Morris and Old Norse Literature (London: The William 
Morris Society, 1961), p. 4. 
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to paint for a time, but he was not successful in his attempts. 
Even so, among the company of the Pre-Raphaelites, Morris was 
constantly surrounded by artists, and the influences of this 
group certainly expanded and nurtured his medievalism. Fre¬ 
quently, these artists found their inspiration in the legends and 
romances of the Middle Ages. One example is Rossetti's now 
legendary but ill-fated plan to paint the upper walls and roof of 
the newly constructed Union Hall at Oxford with scenes from the 
Morte D'Arthur. The group of young artists enthusiastically set 
about their works; however, they simply did not know the proper 
techniques of fresco painting. As a result, the splendid pic- 
13 tures all faded within a few months. An episode connected with 
the Oxford paintings illustrates Morris' eccentricities. In order 
to provide a model for the painters, Morris designed a suit of 
armor and had a local smith forge it. Burne-Jones recalls what 
happened: 
One afternoon when I was working high up on 
my picture, I heard a strange bellowing in 
the building, and turning round to find the 
cause, saw un unwonted sight. The basinet 
was being tried on, but the visor, for some 
reason, would not lift, and I saw Morris, 
embedded in iron, dancing with rage and roar¬ 
ing inside. The mail-coat came in due time, 
and was so satisfactory to its designer that 
the day it came he chose to dine in it. It 
became him well; he looked very splendid.-^ 
The Pre-Raphaelite's influences went beyond these extremes and 
■^See E. P. Thompson, pp. 46-47 and Paul Thompson, p. 8. 
"^Mackail, I, pp. 120-1. 
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were carried over into Morris' writing and political views. As 
Jean Dixon Hunt notes, the Pre-Raphaelites turned to romance, 
myth, and folklore for ideas and themes that they reworked into 
myths and metaphors characteristic of a kind of life they believed 
their age simply could not provide."^ Margaret Grennan suggests 
that as a result of Morris* "complete absorption in art" during 
these years, Morris later grew to hate the social and economic 
system of England because he felt '"that Art. . . will die out 
of civilization if the system lasts.'"16 xhe crucial importance 
of these early influences is clearly seen in Morris' later con¬ 
demnations of the English "system" in the article "How I Became 
a Socialist." There, he says. 
The study of history and the love and practice 
of art forced me into a hatred of the civili¬ 
zation which, if things were to stop as they 
are, would turn history into inconsequent non¬ 
sense, and make art a collection of the curiosi¬ 
ties of the past, which would have no serious 
relation to the life of the present.^ 
Because of his contempt for his own times, critics have sometimes 
misunderstood the medievalism of Morris, especially in relation¬ 
ship to his writing. For example, Dorothy M. Hoare suggests that 
"by taking as standard, life as he imagined it to be in the middle 
ages," Morris could in his writing "... lose himself and forget 
"^The Pre-Raphaelite Imagination (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1969), p. 34. 
"^Grennan, p. 34. 
l^Quoted in E. P. Thompson, p. 176. 
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reality." However, Morris did not seek an escape in his 
medievalism but rather an alternative to what he called "the 
dull squalor of civilization." Morris was enraged by the stan¬ 
dards of living he felt his fellow Englishmen were all too content 
with. As Paul Thompson observes, Morris considered his age to 
be a "shoddy age" and predicted that it would be remembered 
as "the Age of Makeshift" because of the poorly planned cities, 
prisons, and workhouses and the lack of opportunities of "every¬ 
one to do the work which he can do best and therefore with 
19 pleasure in the doing of it." In direct contrast to this 
view of England was the new view of the Middle Ages developing 
during Morris' life. E. P. Thompson points out that, as the 
nineteenth century advanced increased scholarship was "being in¬ 
fused into the cult of medievalism." Consequently, 
For Morris, the most important result of the new 
scholarship was in the reconstruction of a pic¬ 
ture of the Middle Ages neither as a grotesque 
nor as a faery world, but as a community of 
human beings—an organic pre-capitalist communi¬ 
ty with values and an art of its own, sharply 
contrasted with those of Victorian England. . . . 
In this reconstructed world, Morris found a 
place, not to which he could retreat, but in which 
he could stand and look upon his own age with the 
eyes of a stranger or visitor, judging his own 
time by standards other than his own.20 
l^The Works of Morris and Yeats in Relation to Early Saga 
Literature (London: Cambridge University Press, 1937), pp. 28-29 . 
^Paul Thompson, p. 239. 
^E. P. Thompson, p. 28. 
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The ugliness and the oppression Morris saw in the Victorian world 
was balanced by the beauty and happiness he saw in the Middle 
Ages; moreover, in his medievalism Morris did not seek an escape 
but an alternative to the social conditions he was repelled by. 
Although Morris embraced certain facets and qualities of 
medieval life, he steadfastly rejected or ignored others, Grennan 
acknowledges that in Morris "there is no disturbing praise of 
.21 feudalism, even in principle as a heroarchy to be imitated." 
His later involvement with labor reform and Socialism certainly 
supports this point. C. S. Lewis notes that the medievalism of 
Morris was some "kind of accident," for the "real interests of the 
Middle Ages—Christian mysticism, Aristotelian philosophy, Courtly 
22 love—meant nothing to him." Morris was not concerned with under¬ 
standing the forces and principles which shaped medieval culture, 
but rather with the happiness he saw in that culture and the 
simplicity of its art. John Drinkwater comments that "the quality 
of medieval art that chiefly attracted him was its direct sim- 
O O 
plicity, and this quality he took up into his own work." Thus, 
as Lewis says, the "real interests of the Middle Ages" were not 
relevant to Morris and his medieval vision of a simpler, happier 
England. 
Collectively these personal, educational, and social influ¬ 
ences disposed Morris even as a youth, toward medievalism. He 
rennan, p. 21. 
^"William Morris," in Rehabilitations and Other Essays 
(1932; rpt. Freeport, New York: Books for Libraries Press, 1972), 
p. 42. 
^William Morris: A Critical Study (London: Martin Seeker, 
1912), p. 1927 
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possessed a keen knowledge of medieval art, architecture, litera¬ 
ture, and society. An examination of the writing of Morris natu¬ 
rally reveals not only his use of medieval themes and motifs, 
but also a sharp sense of realism in his tales and poems. 
Morris began his literary career in college by writing 
prose narratives that point the way to what he would write at the 
end of his life. There were eight of these initial efforts 
published in the Oxford and Cambridge Magazine that Morris, 
Burne-Jones, and a few others produced for about a year. Three 
of these especially reveal the kind of ideas that were beginning 
to interest him, and they deal with the basic, simple code of 
values he could approve. "Svend and his Brethren" features the 
standard motifs of love and war. King Valdemar rules a properous 
but corrupt kingdom that crushes all its opposition. One land 
alone holds out until the dire fact of certain defeat and destruc¬ 
tion forces their queen Cissela to offer herself to Valdemar as 
a wife if he will spare her people. Valdemar accepts and Siur, 
the former leader of the conquered people and Cissela's father, 
becomes a smith for Valdemar. Through the noble examples and 
wisdom of Siur and Cissela, Valdemar's and Cissela's eight sons 
avoid being tainted by the corruption of the king's court. After 
their parents die, the sons led by Svend want to restore peace and 
justice to the kingdom. The greedy and corrupt nobles, backed by 
most of the people, rise up against the brethren who fight their 
way to the harbor and sail away in search of a more moral land. 
"Gertha's Lovers" illustrates how the people of "a fair 
country and good to live in" are brought together to fight against 
the evil King Borrace who wants to add their fair valley to his 
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lands. Chief among the opposition are King Olaf and the knight 
Leuchnar, both of whom love the beautiful and noble peasant girl, 
Gertha. Though tensions begin to enter into the friendship between 
Olaf and Leuchnar, the advent of war turns all the people's atten¬ 
tion to battle. Olaf falls in the fray, and Sir Barulf, an aged 
patriarchal figure, proposes that the people make Gertha queen. 
Meanwhile, most of the land's finest knights, including Leuchnar, 
perish in the continuing battle, but Borrace also dies and his 
forces flee. Gertha then relinquishes the queenship and urges 
the people to proclaim Barulf king. She leaves the castle and dies, 
presumably from sorrow. 
"The Hollow Land" is a tale of revenge and counter-revenge 
in a feud between the house of the Lilies and the forces of Red 
Harald. Briefly, King Urrayne, overlord of the Lilies, marries 
Lady Swanhilda, Red Harald's mother. At the wedding, Swanhilda 
insults Arnold de Lilies, and he and his brother Florian swear 
revenge. Later Swanhilda murders King Urrayne and suborns many 
of his knights and lords; then the brothers, together with a 
group of loyal knights, surprise Swanhilda's forces, capture 
her, and behead her. Red Harald counters by ambushing the men 
of the Lilies and killing or subduing all of them except for 
Florian, who somehow survives being forced over the edge of a 
cliff and falling into the quasi-magical "Hollow Land." Though 
there is a sense of magic pervading this strange land, Morris 
fails to account for the reason Florian suddenly awakens as an 
old man or to present a basis for the love relationship between 
Florian and the strange maiden he meets. Florian soon leaves 
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the "Hollow Land" and returns home, where he meets and overpowers 
Red Harald. Both men recover from their wounds and join together 
to paint pictures based upon moral themes. Then Florian returns 
to the "Hollow Land," regains his youth, and reunites with his 
lady. As the story concludes, the happy pair is entering the 
gates of a golden city. 
There are several important features to consider about these 
early tales. First of all, they are set in long-ago times and 
locations. The opening lines of Gertha's Lovers reflect the 
typical setting of all of these short romances: 
Long ago there was a land, never mind where 
or when, a fair country and good to live in, 
rich with wealth of golden corn, beautiful 
with many woods, watered by great rivers, and 
pleasant trickling streams; moreover, one 
extremity of it was bounded by the washing 
of the purple waves, and the other by the 
solemn watchfulness of the purple mountains.^ 
Such story settings, pale images of the imaginary lands of his 
later romances, reveal that Morris felt free to create his own 
places even in his earliest works. His characters are typical 
medieval romance figures fresh from Morris' college reading; 
each work features gallant knights, beautiful ladies, and evil 
oppressors. Characters such as these appear again and again 
throughout his later writing, especially in the late prose 
romances. In these works, Morris celebrates the overthrow of 
oppression and the subsequent triumph of the oppressed. Un¬ 
doubtedly, this theme reflects Morris' moods at a time when he was 
^^William Morris, "Gertha's Lovers," In Prose and Poetry 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1920), p. 47. 
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just developing a sense of the social oppression existing in Eng¬ 
land. Moreover, this theme is found again in the later prose 
romances where it receives fuller development and indicates 
the degree of Morris' concern with the theme. 
Though the situations and adventures in these early narra¬ 
tives are similar to those in the late prose romances, these 
works are really only the experiments of a young writer. May 
Morris suggests that they are at best "handled insecurely, immature 
ly, but assuredly foreshadowing the later tales. . . 
tales seem to be more like dreams than anything else; in them 
there is a shallow sense of magic lurking over the next hill, but 
it is never clearly visible to either the characters or the reader. 
There is a rudimentary sense of realism in places, but it is not 
maintained as in the later works. Hoare notes that in his romances 
Morris blends "indissolubly the feeling of the strange and unusual, 
the fairy world, with the actual vivid sights and sounds of the 
world around him, so that the two merge together and are not apart. 
However, she also suggests that "the welding is not so sure, 
and one is too conscious of the movement from one to the other" 
27 in these early tales. Though certainly not of the same caliber 
as the later romances, these early works point to Morris' early 
interest in prose narratives dealing with heroic themes and medi¬ 
eval life. 
2 5 Introd., The Collected Works, by William Morris (New York: 
Russell and Russell, 1966), XVI, xvii. 
^Hoare, p. 36. 
Hoare, p. 36. 
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For whatever reasons, Morris soon abandoned his early prose 
writing in favor of poetry. With this turn to poetry came a 
shift to new directions as well. Although his poetry contains 
elements of adventure, magic, and romance and frequently uses 
motifs and themes from medieval romance, Morris does not in his 
poetry approach the mode of fantasy. In fact, poetry has yet 
to be the medium for any work of fantasy. Nevertheless, Morris 
drew upon sources such as medieval history, the works of Malory, 
and the Icelandic sagas, all sources from which several constituent 
elements of fantasy were also derived. His poetry also illustrates 
a talent for depicting action and setting with a vivid sense 
of detail and atmosphere. 
In 1858, Morris published his first volume of poetry. The 
Defense of Guenevere and Other Poems. These poems, particularly 
the first four, reveal a strong borrowing from medieval romance 
and principally Malory's Arthurian material. David Staines con¬ 
cludes that "the opening four poems of The Defense of Guenevere 
and Other Poems are Morris' major contribution to Arthurian liter¬ 
ature and that "each of the poems is a distinct, dramatic, and 
vividly realized incident that has been borrowed from Malory with 
varying degrees of fidelity."2® In the poems about Guenevere, 
Morris writes of the bitterness and complexities of love; the 
feelings of the characters are the dominant aspects of these 
poems. In the title poem, Morris depicts Guenevere as a fiery, 
O O 
Morris' Treatment of His Medieval Sources in The Defense 
of Guenevere and Other Poems," Studies in Philology 70 (Oct. 19 73), 
441^ 
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determined lady who scathingly denounces the accusations about her 
adultery. "King Arthur's Tomb" reveals Guenevere to be a wistful, 
sad figure as she recalls the glory and color of the past now that 
she and Lancelot are free to consummate openly their love. "Sir 
Galahad: A Christmas Mystery" is an account of the loneliness 
and despair Galahad feels as he undertakes a solitary quest. Love 
and sorrow are the important themes in most of the poems in Morris1 
first volume of poetry. 
These poems reflect a sense of vivid detail characteristic 
of Morris' writing. A. Clutton-Brock notes that "The detail of 
poems such as 'The Defense of Guenevere' or 'King Arthur's Tomb' 
is not the vague detail of earlier poets. It is all precise, and 
described as if the poet were telling of what he had seen with 
his eyes."29 in these poems Morris adds details such as the 
"tree-barred moon," the long hair of Guenevere brushing "on the 
new cut stone" of Arthur's tomb, or "the melted snow that hung 
in beads" upon Galahad's "steel-shoes." Paul Thompson notes that 
"Morris succeeded in using with striking reality themes and 
images which other poets had used to create a distant, languid 
dream-world."-^ He adds that "the bright colours, the heraldry, 
the counting of number, the part of armour, the details of dress 
and architecture" all add to the atmosphere of poems such as "The 
Defense of Guenevere," "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," and "The Haystack 
29 William Morris: His Work and Influence (London: Williams 
and Norgate, 1914), pp. 83-84. 
Paul Thompson, p. 164. 
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in the Floods.' It is this addition of simple but vivid details 
that sets off these poems from their sources. Morris also 
created original episodes about the Arthurian world. If they 
had been written in the Middle Ages instead of Victorian England, 
Morris' accounts of the bittersweet meeting between Guenevere 
and Lancelot among the gravestones and icey, lonely journey of 
Galahad might very well have become stock tales in the Arthurian 
cycle. David Staines acknowledges that "the departure of knights 
to battle and the feelings of their beloved are often treated by 
Morris in poems which have no analogues in Malory or Froissart 
. . . ."32 While Morris demonstrates his indebtedness to Arthurian 
materials in The Defense of Guenevere, he also instills his poems 
with detail and originality. 
Nine years later Morris published The Life and Death of 
Jason. This work is a long narrative poem of love and adventure, 
and it marks Morris' first use of classical themes. Morris draws 
the main events of Jason from the Argonautica of Apollonius 
Rhodius, supplemented with borrowings from Euripides. Though 
Morris uses an epic theme, Douglas Bush notes that he was typical¬ 
ly "less concerned with epic than with romance" and that Morris 
therefore idealizes his hero and heroine as "the ingenuous youth 
n / 
and maiden of all romance who fall in love at first sight." 
"^Paul Thompson, p. 165. Also see Drinkwater, p. 63. 
■^Staines, p. 460. 
33For a discussion of how Morris uses classical sources see 
Douglas Bush, "William Morris," in Mythology and the Romantic 
Tradition in English Poetry (1937; rpt. New York: W. W. Norton 
and Company, Inc., 1969), pp. 297-327. 
34Bush, pp. 299, 307. 
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Even though Morris idealizes rather than individualizes his 
characters, he uses detail and description in a manner alien 
to epic or medieval romance. Details such as an iron door "rusted 
red" from dampness or a dragon that is "Dull-skinned, foul-spotted, 
with lank rusty hair/ About his neck; and hooked yellow claws. . ." 
add a dimension of vivid realism to the tale. Lionel Stevenson 
observes that "anyone who can afford enough time to read the whole 
poem will be rewarded with a sense of having living for a while 
in the clear sunlight of the ancient Aegean in days when people 
accepted the existence of goddesses and centaurs, harpies and 
sorceresses, as familiarly as sailors or merchants.The sense 
of realism and the idealized characterization are coupled with such 
magical elements such as Medea's magic potion and her talismans. 
Together, these aspects frame what is essentially a tale of love 
between Jason and Medea. The overall work is akin to medieval 
romance in form and theme, but it is also modified in respect to 
the vivid realism Morris creates. 
Morris followed The Life and Death of Jason with a massive 
three-volume work called The Earthly Paradise (1969-70). This 
work is a collection of twenty-four poetic narratives which vary 
greatly in length and draw upon many sources including classical, 
medieval, Icelandic, and Norse literature. Morris models his 
narrative design upon the format of Boccaccio's Decameron and 
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. Morris places his tale in the four¬ 
teenth century during the Black Death. The story concerns the 
"^The Pre-Raphelite Poets (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 19 72), p. 156. 
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adventures of a diverse group of people who sail v/estward from 
Norway to seek a legendary land known as the Earthly Paradise. In 
the western Atlantic, they find an island inhabited by suvivors 
of a Greek colony. The two groups agree to exchange tales 
each month for one year: the Greeks will relate classical tales, 
and the refugees will relate tales from their mixed backgrounds. 
This narrative framework enables Morris to assimilate a host of 
myths and legends which otherwise would have no common bonds. 
Moreover, this narrative plan allowed Morris to work within the 
framework of the Middle Ages where he was most at home. Esther 
Meynell notes that "it was a good scheme, for it enabled Morris 
quite naturally and rightly to move in the Middle Ages, even when 
telling a Greek story—to see things, as was his instinct, from 
the angle of a fourteenth-century mind. . . Hence Morris 
could freely use a variety of literary sources and retell tradi¬ 
tional tales in his own way. Once again, especially in the majori 
of the classical poems, Morris deals primarily with love; moreover 
he writes of ideal character types. Douglas Bush points out that 
"particular fables may vary, but the characters seldom do; all 
the young men are the same young man, nearly all the young women 
o 7 
are the same young woman." Morris also uses the monsters and 
marvels common to myth, but he characteristically embellishes 
them with detail and description. In addition, Morris creates 
his own story setting by inventing the lost island where the two 
groups exchange tales. As in his early prose tales, his invented 
^Heynell, p. 77. 
■^Bush, pp. 322-23. 
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setting is medieval. 
In 1876, Morris published a powerful modern epic entitled 
The Story of Sigurd the Volsung and the Fall of the Niblungs. 
If the Defense of Guenevere marks his contribution to Arthurian 
romance, then Sigurd the Volsung is his contribution to epic. 
This work is clearly adopted from the Volsunga Saga which Morris 
and Magnusson had translated into English prose six years earlier 
and which Morris "considered the greatest epic theme in the 
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world." Sigurd is for Morris the zenith of his poetic career. 
Stevenson notes that Morris labored diligently over the poem 
"with unaccustomed care" and that "all the care with sources and 
structure was rewarded by the achievement of genuine epic dignity, 
conveying not only the brutal violence but also the tragic splen¬ 
dor of the antique tale."^ Through its fine depiction of heroic 
action and brave deeds, the poem certainly provides models for 
the bravery and courage later displayed by the hero of fantasy. 
The Icelandic setting, though thoroughly conveyed as cold and 
brittle, departs from the typical medieval setting of Morris1 
writing. Even though no useful conclusions about the evolution 
of fantasy in the writing of Morris can be drawn from Sigurd, 
the poem does crown his poetic achievements and marks an end 
to Morris' period of imitating and retelling classical and medi¬ 
eval poetry. As Lionel Stevenson'acknowledges, Morris regarded 
Sigurd as the poem that he '"wished to be remembered by,'" and 
-^^Stevenson, p. 171. 
■^^Stevenson, p. 173. 
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Sigurd "signalizes his shift to new objectives both in his 
literature and his outlook. 
Morris' new objectives and outlooks came as a result of the 
social pressures he was sensing about the time Sigurd was pub¬ 
lished. Horrified at events others heralded as "progress," 
Morris' lifelong fascination with old buildings culminated in the 
formation of the "Anti-Scrape" society, a group dedicated to 
preserving old houses and churches from "remodeling." About this 
time, Morris also affiliated with The National Liberal League 
in order to protest English foreign policy. But most indicative 
of Morris' new outlook was his association with the Social Demo¬ 
cratic Foundation, a group that advocated socialism as an alterna¬ 
tive to the plight and struggles of the English working class. 
Eventually, in 1885, Morris and a group of his supporters left 
the foundation and founded the Socialist League and its paper, 
the Commonweal. Labor reforms and socialism were the predominant 
forces motivating Morris during this time. Considering the amount 
of energy and time Morris poured into his political pursuits, it 
is no wonder that, as Alfred Noyes writes, "His literary work 
falls into abeyance during these years of storm and stress. . . . 
In 1885, Morris wrote The Pilgrims of Hope and published it 
serially in the Commonweal. This long poem, recounting the times 
of a working class hero and incorporating the account of a labor 
riot in Paris, stands oddly out of place among the literary 
creations of Morris. Two years later Morris published a verse 
^^Stevenson, 174. 
^Noyes, p. 129. 
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translation of The Odyssey, and this work signals his return to 
literary work. Moreover, Morris also returns to the literary for¬ 
mat of the prose romance in his last nine literary works. 
As a serial contribution to the Commonweal, Morris published 
A Dream of John Ball in 1888. This work is clearly a socialist 
allegory, and Meynell remarks that "had he not been a socialist 
he would probably never have written it."^ Essentially John Ball 
is a quite idealized conception of how a peasant leader challenges 
the ideas of social rank in the fourteenth century. The tale is 
set in a quaint Kentish village where the people happily practice 
the medieval crafts Morris loved so well. Because Morris used 
historical sources, in particular Froissart, A Dream of John Ball 
parallels actual events whose time, place, and characters can be 
verified.^ Even so, Morris reworks his sources to create an 
idealized vision of how men should live in a classless society, 
in this case a fourteenth-century village. Morris also creates a 
Utopian vision in his better-known News from Nowhere (1891). Though 
it is placed in the twenty-first century, News from Nowhere, like 
John Ball, is set in an idyllic, pastoral medieval village which, 
as Stevenson observes, is "purged of politics, capitalism, and 
machinery. . . .Morris intended both John Ball and News from 
Nowhere to be didactic tales. Each work contains his heartfelt 
hopes of what he thought socialism could do for England, and each 
work presents his vision of an England that is both simple and beau- 
^Meynell, p. 178. 
^Grennan, p. 86. 
^Stevenson, pp. 179-80. 
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tiful. In A Dream of John Ball the image of a pastoral country¬ 
side dominates the work, as this description shows: 
It was, as to the lie of the land, on 
ordinary English low-country, swelling 
into rising ground here and there. . . . 
Copses were scattered over the country, 
and there were signs of two or three villages 
and hamlets. . . there was some orchard 
land, where the early apples were beginning 
to redden on the trees.^5 
The "purged" England of News from Nowhere celebrates the triumph 
of a hundred years of progress (in the purest sense of the word 
for Morris) for 
The soapworks with their smoke-vomiting chimneys 
were gone; the engineer's works gone; the 
lead-works gone; and no sound of rivetting 
and hammering came down the west wind from 
Thornycrofts. 
Morris goes on to describe the splendid architecture of the new 
bridge over the London River and the beautiful houses and gardens 
along the banks of the stream. Such descriptions as these indi¬ 
cate that now more than ever Morris is trying to recreate the 
England of his day into the land of his heart's desire. Hence 
these romances foreshadow the complete sub-creation of invented 
medieval worldscapes in his fantasies. However, in John Ball and 
News from Nowhere Morris does not let go entirely from this world, 
^William Morris, A Dream of John Ball, excerpted in Dreamers 
of Dreams, by Holbrook Jackson (London 1948; St. Clair Shores, 
Michigan: Scholarly Press, Inc., 1971), p. 146. 
^William Morris, News from Nowhere, excerpted in Dreamers of 
Dreams, by Jackson, p. 147. 
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but rather, as E. P. Thompson observes, he "skillfully interweaves 
the dream and the conscious mind, counterposing realism and 
H47 
romance. ' 
Between the publications of John Ball and News from Nowhere, 
Morris published two more romances which also deal, though to 
a lesser degree, with some of the socialist ideas that he admired. 
In these tales, Morris uses the tribe for his model social unit 
and celebrates the economic and social interdependence of tribal 
life. These works, The House of the Wolfings (1889) and The Roots 
of the Mountain (1890), differ from the two Utopian romances and 
represent a final transition stage in Morris' development of 
fantasy. In them Morris depicts the life and the struggles of 
Germanic tribes that have a historical basis in European history. 
Set somewhere in central Eurpoe, The House of the Wolfings is 
the tale of a Germanic tribe which battles Roman invaders. As 
in the early romances published in The Oxford and Cambridge Maga¬ 
zine, the stakes of war involve a simple code of values. The 
Wolfings unite and repel the enemy that threatens their simple, 
pastoral way of life. The Roots of the Mountain concerns the 
struggle of a Germanic tribe of the Alpines against the Huns. 
Once again the idyllic existence of the tribe is endangered and 
successfully defended. In both works adventure and heroic deeds 
culminate in the efforts to preserve freedom and in the idea 
that freedom is well worth the struggle. The elements of heroism 
and adventure so predominant in these works are also vital elements 
in the development of fantasy by Morris. 
P. Thompson, p. 694. 
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The final period of literary output by Morris has much in 
common with his earliest prose tales. Through the years, the 
immaturity and awkwardness of the early works develop into a 
mature and potent form of artistic creation. Scholars and 
critics, however, are quick to point out that Morris was obvious¬ 
ly indulging in personal pleasure with little regard for an audi- 
/ ft 
ence when he composed his final prose romances. Some judgments 
are too harsh and perhaps unjustified. The last five prose narra¬ 
tives are unique literary achievements, in spite of critical 
accusations that Morris "forgot" his literary audience. Unlike 
the earlier prose romances that are set in idealized or semi-his¬ 
torical places, these works are set in places Morris created; 
they contain worldscapes that are the product of Morris' imagina¬ 
tion: their places and people are created by his invention. The 
first and the last of these final works are imaginative prose 
romances, and as such they are like Morris' earliest prose ro¬ 
mances, though handled with more maturity and certainty. Important 
here is the fact that the three middle works are the proper begin¬ 
ning of the mode of fantasy. 
The first of these final narratives is The Story of the 
Glittering Plain (1891), of which J. W. Mackail says that this 
49 
work marks "the full and unreserved return" of Morris to romance. 
This tale features many conventions common to romance. Two 
typically idealized young lovers are separated when pirates abduct 
^For examples see Paul Thompson, p. 159, E. P. Thompson, 
p. 679, and John Drinkwater, pp. 169-70. 
^Mackail, I, p. 254. 
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the heroine; therefore Hall-blithe, the hero, undertakes the 
quest to find his beloved lady. His search leads him to the Isle 
of Ransom, a dreary, bleak volcanic island "with its black rocks 
and black sands." Eventually Hall-blithe goes to "The Glittering 
Plain," and there he has a dream-vision. After that, the hero 
finds the heroine, and they escape and return home. Except possibly 
for the dream-vision of Hall-blithe, this romance contains no 
real magic; it is, as Hoare characterizes it, "a tale of adventure 
where the credible and the incredible are flung together hap¬ 
hazard CsicO ."50 with its imaginative story setting and elements 
of adventure and love, The Glittering Plain is a modern romance; 
if Morris had added elements of magic and enchantment and developed 
an "inner consistency of reality," then The Glittering Plain 
would have the qualities which would make it the first modern 
fantasy. 
The next three prose romances are the first works of fan¬ 
tasy. Even their titles suggest enchantment and magic: The Wood 
Beyond the World (1895), The Well at the World's End (1896), and 
The Water of the Wondrous Isles (1897). Since these works are 
among Morris' final literary creations, it is not surprising, as 
E. P. Thompson notes, that they contain ". . . echoes from all 
51 Morris' previous work." John Drinkwater suggests that these 
works contain the essence of the world of the imagination from 
which Morris "drew the substance of his great poems" and that "in 
"^Hoare, p. 45. 
P. Thompson, p. 788. 
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the later prose romances we are led into the very world itself 
from which these things were drawn. . . ."52 in these works, 
Morris unites the elements of magic contained in Jason and some 
of the tales from The Earthly Paradise with the elements of adven¬ 
ture that are characteristic of nearly all his literature and sets 
his stories in imaginative, sub-created worldscapes which contain 
their own laws of inner realism. So joined together, these ele¬ 
ments constitute Morris' creation of the special mode of modern 
romance that is fantasy. 
Morris' literary output did not, however, terminate with his 
works of fantasy. Shortly before his death in 1986, Morris 
finished dictating his final prose romance. The Sundering Flood. 
Essentially, this tale relates the adventures of a pair of lovers 
separated by a broad, impassible river. Devoid of magical ele¬ 
ments and placed in an Icelandic setting, this work more clearly 
belongs somewhere between Sigurd the Volsung and The Glittering 
Plain than at the conclusion of the writing career of Morris. 
Certainly the works of fantasy represent the best of Morris1 
late prose works. Moreover, they are placed in a medieval world 
as it never could have existed except in the imagination of 
William Morris. Clearly these works show many features of the 
medieval romances Morris so avidly read, and so the parallels be¬ 
tween the fantasy of Morris and medieval romance will be the next 
area of this study. 
-^Drinkwater, p. 171. 
THE FIRST WORKS OF FANTASY 
Since their appearance in the 1890's, the late prose romances 
of William Morris have occupied a curious position among literary 
works. Three of these romances, The Wood Beyond the World, The 
Water of the Wondrous Isles, and The Well at the World's End have 
long been acknowledged as unique and original contributions to 
literature, for these three tales form the foundation of a new 
literary mode--fantasy. Yet, even to most scholars and students 
of literature, these works remain relatively obscure because few 
critics have ever seen the importance of these tales as the founda¬ 
tion for the mode of fantasy; thus a brief synopsis of each of 
these fantasies will enable my later discussion and examination 
of these tales to proceed more smoothly. 
The Wood Beyond the World, containing elements of magic, ad¬ 
venture, and romance, is the first true fantasy. Morris became 
quite angry when a critic reviewed the work as a socialist allegory. 
On July 20, 1895, in a now famous letter to The Spectator, he 
said, 
I had not the least intention of thrusting 
an allegory into The Wood Beyond the World; 
it is meant for a tale pure and simple, with 
nothing didactic about it. If I have to 
write or speak on social problems, I always 
try to be as direct as I possibly can be. 
■'-May Morris, In trod., The Collected Works of William Morris, 
by William Morris (New York: Russell and Russell, 1966), XVII , 
xxxviii. 
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The story concerns the adventures of young Golden Walter, a 
merchant's son who leaves his home city of Langton after a domes¬ 
tic falling out with his wife. Prior to his departure, Walter 
experiences the first of several visions in which a beautiful 
lady, a hideous dwarf, and a fair maid appear to him. Later when 
a storm blows his ship off course, Walter and the crew arrive at 
an unknown land. Here Walter has many varied adventures that 
culminate in an actual encounter with the three beings he had seen 
in his visions. The hero soon learns that the lady is a guileful 
and evil sorceress who employs the dwarf to do her insidious tasks 
and that she keeps the maid as a thrall. Walter and the Maid (she 
is not named) finally escape from the Golden House of the sorceress 
after the Maid successfully tricks the lady into killing herself 
and Walter slays the hideous dwarf. During their flight, the 
Maid employs her powers of enchantment to intrigue a primitive 
but somewhat hostile tribe of "Bear-folk." Walter and the Maid 
eventually reach the ancient city of Stark-wall where, according 
to a strange custom, the people make Walter their king and he 
makes the Maid his queen. All in all, the story is not as complex 
as Morris' other two fantasies because the narrative is more straight 
forward and the character development is simpler. Nevertheless, 
The Wood Beyond the World is the humble, but definite start of a 
new mode of literature. 
In The Wood Beyond the World, Morris established precedents 
which are more fully explored in the two longer fantasies follow¬ 
ing it. Dorothy Hoare notes that The Wood Beyond the World has 
moments of beauty and charm; however, she adds this: 
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But with The Well at the World's End 
and The Water of the Wondrous Isles, one 
is conscious of a particular and individual 
achievement on Morris' part. There is a 
serene mastery in the ease of the narrative, 
each part holding its place in the whole, 
and leisurely moving onward; there is 
a delicacy and tenderness in the feeling 
for the natural sights and sounds of the 
countryside. . . .2 
Certainly The Wood Beyond the World is a successful and pure work 
of fantasy, but the two later romances are more developed and 
more refined works of fantasy. 
Though written and published before The Water of the Wondrous 
Isles, The Well at the World's End is in many ways Morris' best work 
of fantasy. May Morris writes, "Of the later group of romances. The 
Well at the World's End stands out as the most important by reason 
of its wealth and variety of incident. It is no small feat to 
keep up the interest and invention through all that length of 
story. It gains much, too, by its brilliant medieval setting, 
where . . . everyday life is on the border of magic and adven- 
O 
ture. ..." This fantasy is the story of the adventures of 
young Ralph of Upmeads, a king's son. He leaves home to seek 
adventure, and, in his early rambling, he learns about the legendary 
Well at the World's End and its magical powers. The young hero 
resolutely decides that he must find the Well and begins his 
quest. Within one day, Ralph meets the two heroies of the tale: 
^Hoare, pp. 45-46. 
^William Morris: Artist, Writer, Socialist (New York: 
Russell and Russell, 1966), I, p. 514. 
one an innkeeper's daughter who is also seeking the Well, the 
other a lady of the land who has drunk from the Well. Ralph 
rescues the latter heroine, the Lady of Abundance, from her 
enemies who are planning to execute her. They go their own ways 
for a time, only to meet once more when the Lady is endangered 
by an enemy. Ralph again saves her, and the pair flees into 
the wilderness. Naturally enough, Ralph and the Lady fall in love, 
but, on the eve of their wedding, an enemy knight slays the Lady. 
After a time of remorse, Ralph again undertakes his quest. He 
passes through numerous towns and much wilderness and there meets both 
friends and foes along the way. After a time, Ralph again crosses 
paths with the innkeeper's daughter, Ursula. Together they seek 
the well, and,eventually, with the timely aid of the wise Sage of 
Swevenham, they are able to find the road to the Well. Before 
they finish the journey, Ralph and Ursula are married. Then, as 
man and wife, they reach the Well and drink from its magical water. 
Ralph and Ursula, possessing powers denied to most humans, now 
make a perilous return to Upmeads, for Ralph desires to return 
home. With the aid of the friends and allies he has made, Ralph 
banishes the corrupt and evil forces that had taken over the land. 
Finally Ralph and Ursula lead the fight to free Upmeads from its 
oppressors, and they settle down to a life of domestic peace and 
joy- 
Morris1 final fantasy. The Water of the Wondrous Isles, recounts 
the adventures of the heroine Birdalone. When Birdalone is an 
infant in the town of Utterhay, an evil witch kidnaps her and 
takes the child to the sinister wood called Evilshaw. The witch 
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raises the girl with much harsh and even abusive treatment. But 
Birdalone also finds love in Evilshaw, for Habundia, a kind and 
loving woodmother, secretly visits and comforts her. Later, 
Habundia helps Birdalone to escape to the Isle of Increase Unsought. 
Here she finds three lovely maidens who have been kidnapped from 
their "speech-friends" through the guiles of the evil witch's 
sister. Birdalone escapes from this island and carries tokens from 
each lady so that she can enlist the aid of their champions. Bird¬ 
alone finds these three young knights at the Castle of the Quest, 
and they embark upon a rescue mission while Birdalone goes into 
the Black Valley. She is captured there by the evil Red Knight; 
however, the three knights from the Castle of the Quest soon return 
from their mission and rescue Birdalone. Together, they return to 
the castle, and, as love runs its strange course, Birdalone and 
Arthur, the youngest of the knights, fall in love. A short time later 
Birdalone becomes separated from the group of knights and ladies. Bird¬ 
alone returns to her homeland and finds her mother there. They enjoy 
a brief reunion, her mother dies, and Birdalone returns to Evilshaw to 
find that the witch is dead. Meanwhile, Arthur has been searching for 
Birdalone ever since his forces defeated the knights of the Red 
Hold. Finally, he too appears in Evilshaw. Here, with the aid 
and advice of Habundia, Birdalone and Arthur are at last able 
to consummate their love. Soon the couple sets out to locate 
their friends, and the two friends find them in the hands of a small 
remnant of survivors from the Red Hold. As expected, Arthur and Bird¬ 
alone rescue their friends, and the reunited knights and ladies go 
to Utterhay to spend their lives together in peace and companionship. 
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In composing these three tales, Morris consistently trans¬ 
formed and employed various components of medieval literature, and 
he reworked these components into an original and unique form of 
literature now recognized as fantasy. Morris also creates a medi¬ 
eval worldscape for his settings, and he deliberately writes these 
tales in a special archaic prose that adds to the medieval flavor 
of the works. Because of these characteristics, we are better 
able to explore more fully these seminal works of fantasy in re¬ 
lationship to the literature and culture of the Middle Ages. And 
so, this chapter discusses the purposive archaic flavor of the 
language in these tales, the medieval background and culture depicted, 
the character types, the elements of magic, the conventional love 
themes and motifs, and the elements of the quest that Morris derived 
from medieval romance. 
Any reader of these three fantasies will immediately be struck 
by their archaic language, an aspect of these works which has 
elicited mixed responses among critics and reviewers. Paul Thomp¬ 
son contends that the style of the late romances (those after The 
Glittering Plain) "combines a relatively simple syntax with a 
strange archaic vocabulary, which only Morris could easily under¬ 
stand," and that "some critics greeted the style as a new form 
4 
of literary art, but a commoner reaction was mere exasperation." 
However, a careful scrutiny of the critical commentary on Morris' 
language reveals that acceptance and approval are certainly more 
typical reactions than exasperation. In the Saturday Review, 
H. G. Wells writes that The Well at the World's End "is full of 
^Paul Thompson, p. 158. 
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clean strong sentences and sweet old words. 'Quean' and 'carle,' 
'eme,' 'good sooth,' 'yeasay' and 'naysay,' we may never return 
to, nor ever again 'seek to1 a man, but 'fain' and 'lief and 
'loth' and 'sunder,' and the like good honest words, will come 
all the readier after this reading."^ The best assessment of the 
style Morris used in his prose romances is found in C. S. Lewis' 
essay "William Morris." Here Lewis notes that 
The objection to his language is largely a hangover 
from the old Wordsworthian theory of diction. It 
is, of course, perfectly true that Morris invented 
for his poems and perfected in his prose-romances 
a language which has never at any period been 
spoken in England. . . . The question about 
Morris' style is not whether it is an artificial 
language—all endurable languages in longer 
works must be that—but whether it is a good 
one. ... In fact, however, this style 
consistently departs from that of modern prose 
in the direction of simplicity. Except for 
a few archaic words. . .it is incomparably 
easier and clearer than any 'natural' style 
could possibly be, and the 'dull finish,' the 
careful avoidance of rhetoric, gloss, and 
decoration, is of its very essence.^ 
The language in Morris' fantasy is undeniably unique. It serves 
to place the tales in a time of their own. As Northrop Frye 
points out, the use of special language, often containing anti¬ 
quated features, "helps to enclose a romance like a glass case 
in a verbal museum."^ In this case, the archaic expression that 
permeates Morris' works of fantasy naturally fits into the medi- 
^H. G. Wells, a review from Saturday Review, in William 
Morris: The Critical Heritage, p. 413. 
^Lewis, pp. 38-39. Also see Drinkwater, p. 172, Swanell, 
p. 17, and Norman Talbot, "Women and Goddesses in the Romances of 
William Morris," Southern Review: An Australian Journal of Literary 
Studies 3 (1969), 339-40. 
^Frye, The Secular Scripture, p. 110. 
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eval framework of these tales, and it adds charm and color to 
his descriptions of architecture, landscape, and characters. 
Examples of these descriptions will be cited in the forthcoming 
pages of this section. 
The scholarship and knowledge of nearly a lifetime of study¬ 
ing medieval literature, art, and architecture reveal themselves 
in the detailed presentation Morris gives his story settings in 
The Wood Beyond the World, The Water of the Wondrous Isles, and 
The Well at the World's End. C. S. Lewis notes that "Morris chose 
to build up his imaginary world on hints furnished by the Middle 
and Dark Ages as they existed in the imagination of his own time 
Q 
and his own circle in particular." Both geographically and cul¬ 
turally, a medieval flavor is always present in these fantasies. 
It is more pronounced in the latter two works, but, nevertheless, 
is still found, if somewhat less developed, in the first fantasy. 
Morris' depiction of the towns and cities in his three works 
of fantasy is strongly medieval. As Clutton-Brock observes, 
". . . when Morris brings the hero to a city, it is always a city 
of the Middle Ages, which he makes as wonderful and delightful to 
q 
us as it is to himself." Morris puts more detail on action and 
less on description in The Wood Beyond the World; consequently, his 
towns are only sketchily detailed in this work. For example, neithei 
Langton, the flourishing port city where the story opens, or the 
^Lewis, p. 43. 
^Clutton-Brock, p. 183. 
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unnamed port city, where Walter and the ship's crew spend ten 
months, is ever described. Yet Morris spares little detail in 
describing the "Golden House" of the sorceress as shown in this 
passage: 
. . . there was clear before him a most goodly 
house builded of white marble, carved all about 
with knots and imagery, and the carven folk were 
all painted of their lively colors. . . . Gay 
were the windows of the house; and there was a 
pillared porch before the great door, with images 
betwixt the pillars both of men and beasts. . . .^ 
Certainly Morris intends such a house to be representative of the 
work of medieval craftsmen, men who worked at a time, as he says, 
"When everybody that made anything made a work of art besides a 
useful piece of goods, and it gave them pleasure to make it."^ 
Following the episodes of magic and adventure central to the tale, 
the hero and heroine enter a medieval city named Stark-Wall. The 
courtly splendor of the Middle Ages is sharply visible as Walter 
and the Maid approach Stark-Wall amidst "... the horses, the 
gay tents, and the pennons fluttering, and the glitter of spears, 
and gleaming of white armor. . ." (p. 211). A touch of medieval 
color is reflected in the procession to the great church "for the 
hallowing and the crowning" of Walter, for the fanfare of trumpets, 
bells, and singing accompany him to the great church. Even though 
"^William Morris, The Wood Beyond the World (New York: Ballan- 
tine Books, Inc., 1969), p. 12. All subsequent references to this 
book will be made to this edition and will be cited in my text by 
page number only. 
"'"■'"Mackail, II, p. 22. 
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the details are neither as brilliant nor as numerous in The Wood 
Beyond the World, as in the later works of fantasy, they do add a 
medieval flavor to the story setting. 
In The Well at the World's End, there is a much more pronounced 
sense of medievalism in the background and the culture. Here the 
narrative shuttles from a town or castle to the woods or the wild¬ 
erness, then back to a town or castle. The story opens with a 
colorful description of the tiny kingdom of Upmeads. Of it the 
author says, 
... it was little wonder if King Peter's sons 
found themselves straitened in their little land: 
wherein was no great merchant city; no mighty 
castle, or noble abbey or monks: nought but 
fair little halls of yeomen, with here and there 
a franklin's court or a shield-knight's manor 
house; with many a goodly church. . . 
This quaint portrait of Upmeads is contrasted with a number of 
quite distinctive towns such as Wulstead, Higham-on-Highway, 
The Burg of the Four Friths, Cheaping Knowe, Whiteness, and Gold- 
burg. Higham-on-Highway, according to Grennan, "represents the 
best in the medieval spirit."-^ Ralph rides into the market- 
square, "which was very great and clean, paved with stones all 
over," and he is surrounded by architectural splendor, for "tall 
and fair houses rose up on three sides of it, and on the fourth 
was the Great Church. . . . Like dark gold it showed under the 
evening sun, and the painted and gilded imagery shown like jewels 
"^William Morris, The Well at the World's End (New York: Ballan- 
tine Books, Inc., 1975), p. 2. Subsequent references to this work 
will be from this edition and will be cited in my text by page 
number only. 
1 -^Grennan, p. 12 7. 
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upon it" (p. 23). While here, Ralph sees the miracle play of St. 
George and the Dragon, and he enjoys the local hospitality and holida) 
merriment of this prosperous and peaceful city. The Burg of the 
Four Friths, also a prosperous town, presents quite a striking 
contrast to Higham-on-Highway. Here "the houses were goodly of 
building, but not very tall," and the master church "was not very 
big, and but little adorned" (pp. 64-5). There is little merri¬ 
ment in the Burg, and a watchdog atmosphere characterizes the 
town; for, as Ralph finds, a person must have a special license to 
purchase weapons. Morris draws upon some of the worst features 
of medieval life in creating the town Cheaping Knowe with its open 
slavery and oppression. Ralph and the company of chapmen he is 
traveling with see "tokens of the cruel justice of the . . . lord; 
for there were men and women there, yea, and babes also, hanging 
on gibbets and thrust through with sharp poles. . ." (p. 238). 
Morris also enhances the medieval atmosphere of the tale by in¬ 
cluding references to a variety of medieval crafts. For example, 
when Ralph is leaving the Abbey of St. Mary at Higham, the author 
tells us: 
. . . he sighed for pleasure when he found him¬ 
self in the street again, and looked on the shops 
of the chapmen and the booths of the petty crafts¬ 
men, as shoe-smiths and glovers, and tinsmiths and 
coppersmiths, and horners and the like; and the folk 
that he met as he rode toward the southern gate 
seemed to him merry and in good case, and goodly 
to look on. (p. 34) 
Through his creation of these towns and villages, Morris adds both 
a realistic depth and a medieval flavor to the setting of The Well 
at the World's End. 
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The final fantasy Morris wrote, The Water of the Wondrous 
Isles, reflects the same medieval atmosphere as the other tales. 
Once again, the towns best represent the medieval color and flavor 
of the work. There are, however, only three towns in this tale: 
Utterhay, "a merry cheaping-stead"; Greenford, which is not described 
at all; and The City of the Five Crafts, a bustling medieval town 
with a solid economic basis and a medieval guild system. Morris 
describes this town as "a great city with walls and towers, and 
a great white castle and a minister, and lovely houses a many."!^ 
Certainly Morris enjoyed creating this town with its guild system 
established so that "none in any such craft might have freedom of 
the market save by leave of the guild of the craft; but . . . the 
guilds were open-handed and courteous. . ." (p. 248). However, he 
also recognized the dark side of the Middle Ages in this short 
description: 
Wore thus a five years; and then came a 
sickness on the city, and many died thereof; 
and the said sickness entered into Birdalone's 
house, and slew Audrey, her mother, but spared 
all else therein, (p. 258) 
Morris vividly depicts a medieval castle with its broad walls 
and scurrying tenants in this description of the Castle of the 
Quest: 
It was brand-new, and was fair enough builded 
part of stone and lime, part of framed work, 
but was middling big. As she drew nigher 
yet, she saw that there were folks on the walls 
of it, and they seemed to see her, for a horn was 
winded from the battlement, and folks were 
running together to somewhither, (pp. 96-97) 
"^William Morris, The Water of the Wondrous Isles (New York: 
Ballantine Books, Inc., 1971), pp. 244-45. Subsequent references 
to this book will be from this edition and will be cited in my 
text by page number only. 
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With its towns and guildmen, castles and knights, The Water of 
the Wondrous Isles reflects a medieval world of Morris' imagina¬ 
tion. 
The physical characteristics of the towns and castles, the 
social backgrounds and activities in the towns, and the depictions 
of medieval crafts and craftsmen all contribute a medieval atmos¬ 
phere to Morris' works of fantasy. For all practical purposes, 
each belongs to the same sub-created, medieval place and time. 
The character types that inhabit Morris' fantasy world further 
reflect the medieval atmosphere of these works. The range of char¬ 
acter types within these three works of fantasy is wide in one 
respect and limited in another. A variety of background characters 
and minor figures add color and realism to the narratives. Mer¬ 
chants, sailors, soldiers, kings, queens, lords, smiths, franklins, 
farmers, shepherds, priests, housewives, and innkeepers are found 
throughout the towns and woods of these tales. Morris' love of 
old words is apparent in the depiction of such character types as 
"carle," "foeman," "carline," "horner," and "chapmen." These 
various types of people add depth and realism to the stories, for 
they are ever engaged in the day-to-day business of making a liv¬ 
ing and serving the needs of the society which provides a back¬ 
ground for the elements of adventure and love. Such figures also 
add color to the story and are a joy to meet, for Morris creates 
them vividly. Thus an old "carle" in The Wood Beyond the World 
is "tall and old, long-hoary of hair and beard, and clad mostly 
in the skins of beasts" (p. 26). In The Well at the World's End, 
Ralph meets a minstrel who proves to be quite a clever fellow, for 
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touching his fiddle, he informs Ralph "it is my field and mine 
acre that raiseth flesh-meat and bread for me: yea, and whiles 
a little drink" (p. 264). Because we commonly associate such 
characters as these with medieval culture, they fit quite naturally 
into the medieval worldscape Morris has created. 
In their physical characteristics, Morris' heroes and heroines 
are essentially more fleshed-out versions of the stock hero or 
heroine found in medieval romance. Yet, his figures also possess 
qualities and traits that distinguish them from the earlier heroic 
figures . 
Essentially, the heroes in these fantasies all follow the "noble 
courteous, fair" description accorded to most heroes in medieval 
romance. Morris describes Golden Walter, the hero of The Wood 
Beyond the World, in the following fashion: 
He was but of five and twenty winters, a fair- 
faced man, yellow-haired, tall and strong, rather 
wiser than foolisher than young men are mostly 
wont; a valiant youth and a kind; not of many 
words but courteous of speech; no roisterer; naught 
masterful, but peaceable and knowing how to for¬ 
bear; in a fray a perilous foe, and a trusty war- 
fellow. (p. 1) 
Morris creates the heroes in his other fantasies along the same 
lines. In The Water of the Wondrous Isles, Arthur is a young 
fellow of twenty-five who is lithe, handsome, and brave. Arthur 
and his two companions in arms, Hugh and Baudoin, are known as'the 
Champions of the Castle of the Quest, and Birdalone, the heroine 
of this tale, considers Arthur "the kindest and sweetest of the 
three kind warriors. . (p. 108) . As The Well at the World's 
End begins. King Peter assembles his four sons and sagely notes 
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their merits, and he concludes that his youngest son Ralph is the 
best all-around, for he is fair, wise, valiant, and "smooth¬ 
tongued." Indeed each of Morris' heroes is a brave, articulate, 
intelligent, and handsome young man. In these respects, his heroes 
share many characteristics with Ywain, Gawain, Parzival or any 
other typical hero in medieval romance. Nevertheless, Morris' 
heroes are not concerned with the values of the chivalric world 
of medieval romance. They do not undertake quests in the service 
of courtly love, but instead these heroes seek to satisfy their 
own sense of curiosity or need for happiness. Walter and Ralph 
both leave home because neither is happy there. Though Arthur 
is certainly a hero, he is not the protagonist of The Water of the 
Wondrous Isles, and his adventures are subordinated to Birdalone's. 
Walter performs marital feats only in self-defense; Arthur and 
Ralph act not only when they are threatened, but also out of serv¬ 
ice to their homelands as illustrated by Arthur's part in the siege 
of the Red Hold and by Ralph's campaign to overthrow the oppressors 
of Upmeads. Morris, then, has assimilated the heroic figure of 
medieval romance and placed this type of character in his world of 
fantasy, a world free of the courtly and chivalric duties common 
to medieval romance. 
The female characters in the three fantasies share to a large 
degree the characteristics physical features of the typical medi¬ 
eval romance heroines. In both forms of literature the heroines 
are strikingly beautiful (especially to the heroes). In medieval 
romance, descriptions are usually quite stereotyped. In Chretien's 
Ywain, the hero praises Laudine's "beautiful hair which is so clear 
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and radiant."-'--' Two other heroines, Isolde and Condwiramurs, are 
not physically described much beyond the fact that they too have 
radiant skin. A much fuller description of a medieval romance 
heroine is that of Nicolete, of whom the author says 
Her locks were yellow and curled, her eyes blue 
and smiling, her face featly fashioned, the 
nose high and fairly set, the lips more red 
than cherry or rose in time of summer, her teeth 
white and small . . . .16 
In these examples, most of the stock elements used to describe the 
typical heroine of medieval romance appear. To a large degree, 
Morris depicts his heroines in a similar manner. For example, 
the Maid in The Wood Beyond the World appears to Walter in a vision 
as 
. . . young by seeming score of twenty summers; 
fair of face as a flower; gray-eyed, brown- 
haired, with lips full and red, slim and gentle 
of body. (p. 6) 
Morris created two heroines in The Well at the World's End. Ursula 
is fair, "shapely of fashion," and has "sparkling eyes"; the 
Lady of Abundance has red hair, grey eyes, and a body "strong 
and well knit." The description of Birdalone in The Water of the 
Wondrous Isles is the longest that Morris gives to any character, 
man or woman, in his fantasies. Essentially she is "a tall and 
"^Chretien de Troyes, Ywain, trans. Robert W. Ackerman and 
Frederick W. Locke (New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1957), 
p. 25. 
l^Aucassin a_nd Nicolette, in Medieval Romances, ed. Roger 
Sherman Loomis and Laura Hibbard Loomis (New York: The Modern 
Library, 1957), p. 259. 
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slim maiden" with hair that is "simple brown, yet somewhat more 
golden than dark"; her body is "shapely," her skin smooth, and 
her eyes are "as grey as a hawk's, but kind and serious, and nothing 
fierce nor shifting" (p. 16). Morris describes each of his 
heroines in relatively simple language. He uses similes based 
on nature, yet he avoids the vagueness of detail found in some 
medieval romances and the type of hyperbole found in Tristan's 
account of Isolde's radiance. 
These heroines of Morris' fantasy do, however, differ signif¬ 
icantly from the typical heroine of medieval romance. First of 
all, Morris' heroines do not expect chivalric service; they are 
not placed upon a pedestal, and they are not courtly lovers. In¬ 
stead, Morris' heroines are as involved in the world of the quest 
as his heroes. As Grennan points out, "Birdalone is a typical 
Morris heroine, beautiful and compassionate, strong enough for 
churning, milking, and herding, and deft enough with a bow.""^ 
In fact, The Water of the Wondrous Isles is Birdalone's story; 
no conventional medieval romance is built upon the deeds and 
adventures of such an adventurous heroine. The Maid in The Wood 
Beyond the World and Ursula in The Well at the World's End both 
intervene to save the quest. The Maid guides Walter and herself 
through a dangerous encounter with the Bear-Folk by relying upon 
her knowledge of magical lore; Ursula stops Ralph from drinking 
the venom-laden water in the pool under the Dry Tree. Norman Tal- 
bot points out that "Morris was early fascinated by the ambiguous 
passion and glamour of Guenevere, Helen, and Isoult. . . but 
he eventually rejected such twilight intensities in favor of his 
"^Grennan, p. 129. 
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fully achieved women (Birdalone, Ursula, or Golden Walter's Bride) 
and power-goddesses (Habundia and the Lady of Abundance among the 
benevolent ones with many ambiguously evil or wholly evil ones)."^® 
Talbot is quite correct in asserting that Morris rejected the typical 
heroine as a model for his heroines. On the other hand, medieval 
heroines of a more practical cast, such as Nicolete and Lunete, 
are proto-types for the Maid, Ursula, and Birdalone. Nicolete, for 
example, defies the image of the heroine created in medieval 
romance by not hesitating to take bold actions to insure that she 
and Aucassin can be together: she escapes unaided from her impris¬ 
onment, she builds a "bower of bliss" in the woods and tends to 
Aucassin's wrenched shoulder when the hero appears, and, after they 
are separated, she disguises herself as a minstrel and flees her 
homeland to seek Aucassin. Lunete rescues Ywain and acts as a 
liaison in order to help Ywain regain Laudine's good graces. The 
heroines in Morris' fantasies certainly have much in common with 
these two medieval romance heroines. Because Morris chose to develop 
this practical type of heroine, his heroines are more real and more 
earthbound than the typical heroine of romance. 
An additional important character type in Morris' three fan¬ 
tasies is the figure of the enchantress or enchanter. These 
figures are little different from their counterparts in medieval 
romance and are a natural addition to Morris' magical story settings. 
The most common supernatural or magic beings found in Morris' 
fantasies are the witch-mothers. Each fantasy contains the motif 
of a beautiful young maiden kept captive by an evil sorceress. The 
Mistress of the "Golden House" who entices Walter through her guiles 
18Talbot-, p. 346. 
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and magic is, however, slightly different from the other witch- 
mothers in the later fantasies. Through her wizardry she lures 
handsome young men to the strange Wood beyond the World and uses 
them as her lovers. Walter would have been her third victim if 
it had not been for the Maid, the thrall of the evil mistress. In 
The Well at the World's End and The Water of the Wondrous Isles, 
there are quite similar accounts concerning the life of a young 
girl raised by a harsh witch-mother. The Lady of Abundance re¬ 
counts her experiences to Ralph in the former tale. Many of the 
incidents here receive fuller attention in The Water where Morris 
devotes nearly fifty pages to Birdalone's captivity. Both the 
Lady of Abundance and Birdalone receive cruel treatment at the 
hands of the witch. Eventually with the aid of a benevolent and 
magical wood-mother figure, each heroine escapes from her captivity. 
This motif is doubly used in The Water of the Wondrous Isles. Here 
Birdalone is the thrall of a uitch-wife who inhabits the sinister 
woods of Evilshaw; in addition, three maidens, Aurea, Viridis, 
and Atra, are captives of the wood-witch's sister. The witch of 
Evilshaw is a literary descendant of Morgan le Fay. Like Morgon, 
she is a shape-changer, and she appears alternately as a beautiful 
young woman and an ugly old crone; moreover, she can alter the 
shape of others, as she does when she transforms Birdalone into a 
"milk-white" hind for punishment. 
In contrast to these evil enchantresses is a group of 
sorceresses who practice a happier magic, for they do not use their 
magic for evil purposes. The Maid in The Wood Beyond the World be¬ 
longs to this group. She asks Walter, "Did I not tell thee that I 
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am wise in hidden lore?" (p. 175). She uses her magic only to 
protect Walter and herself from harm as she does when she gives 
the King's Son Walter's shape or when she restores the fading 
flowers to their fullest bloom and color. The Lady of Abundance 
and Birdalone are both aided by benevolent "wood-mothers": The 
Lady by an unnamed carline, Birdalone by the kind Habundia. Habund 
the more developed of the pair, appears to be drawn from two figure 
of medieval romance. Like Queen Isolde who is "versed in herbs 
of many kinds, in the virtues of all plants, and in the art of 
19 
medicine," Habundia is a master of herbology. When Habundia is 
ministering to the sick hero Arthur, she tells Birdalone, 
Abide, and I will fetch the blood-staunching 
herb, and the sleepy herb, and then we will 
heal him, and he will come to his right mind and 
be a man again. (p. 319.) 
This scene of healing set in the woods is also reminiscent of the 
episode in Ywain in which a damsel persuades her lady to aid the 
deranged knight with an ointment given her by Morgan the Wise. 
The characterization of Morris' benevolent enchantresses also em¬ 
bodies a transformation of the darker aspects of Morgan le Fay's 
magic, for his "wood-mothers" employ their talents towards helping 
the hero or heroine. Indeed, in many respects, these benevolent 
witches are more like Merlin than Morgan. 
Though witches are commonplace in Morris' works of fantasy, 
the wizard appears only in The Well at the World's End in the 
figure of the Sage of Swevenham. This venerable Sage is a striking 
19 Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan, trans. A. T. Hatto 
(London: Penguin Books, Ltd., 1960), p. 134. 
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figure who, like Merlin, combines the finer aspects of both a 
magician and a counsellor. He can read thoughts as easily as he 
can offer a bit of folk wisdom in a traditional saying. In addi¬ 
tion, the Sage of Swevenham appears to be drawn from Trevrizent, 
the noble hermit who advises Parzival on matters of religion and 
morality. Before the Sage leaves Ralph and Ursula to complete 
their journey to the Well at the World's End, he admonishes them: 
Therefore I bid you be no tyrants or builders of 
cities for merchants and usurers and warriors and 
thralls. . . . But rather I bid you to live in 
peace and patience without fear or hatred, and to 
succour the oppressed and love the lovely, and to 
be friends of men. . . . (p. 356) 
This wise old man was certainly drawn from the wizard/counsellor 
figure of medieval romance. 
The magical devices and events of these three fantasies also 
have analogues in the material of medieval romance. For example, 
the magical Sending Boat of the evil witch-mother in The Water of 
the Wondrous Isles has a prototype in the barge that takes the dying 
King Arthur to the Isle of Avalon. The witch-queen in this story 
uses a magic potion to maintain an appearance of physical beauty; 
moreover, when Hugh, Baudoin, and Arthur drink from the flask "of 
the proud water of might," they find that their strength increases 
"three-folded straightaway." This potion seems to be straight 
from Marie de France's "Les Deus Amanz." The same witch gives'her 
three captives a potion to make them invisible so that their friends 
cannot find them. In The Well at the World's End, the Sage of 
Swevenham uses a magic cloak to make Ralph and Ursula invisible and 
protect them from the men of Utterbol. These two magical devices 
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are perhaps based upon a mixture of devices such as potions and 
rings fround in different medieval romances. 
Morris' fantasies also contain elements of romantic love 
borrowed from medieval romance. To be sure, the lovers in Morris' 
stories are not courtly lovers. The values and the significance 
of the court in medieval romance are not present in Morris' fan¬ 
tasies, and, because his protagonists do not answer to the protocol 
of such a court, a different code of values is manifested in the 
love relationships occurring in The Wood Beyond the World, The 
Well at the World's End, and The Water of the Wondrous Isles. Yet 
even as this system of romantic values is examined, many of the 
familiar themes and motifs of love popular in medieval romance 
became visible. 
One love motif Morris uses is the idea of "joie," a concept 
frequently found in medieval romance. "Joie" involves more than 
simple joy in living, for it exists on both an individual and group 
level and is important in the social context of the court in 
medieval literature. In Chretien's Ywain, for example, when Ywain 
learns what has happened to Calogrenant, he leaves to satisfy the 
insult to the court and to restore "joie" to the court. Then, 
in the process, he kills the Red Knight, and he removes "joie" 
from that land and from Laudine. After he falls in love with 
her and wins her, Ywain and Laudine live for a time in "joie." 
However, Ywain neglects his duties as a knight and therefore risks 
damaging his reputation and endangering the "joie" of the court 
where he lives. In order to restore "joie" on all levels, he must 
go forward to re-establish his military obligation, but he too 
zealously pursues his martial duties by staying away from Laudine 
too long. Thus "joie" still does not exist, and Ywain must redeem 
himself in a quest to re-establish his reputation. Finally Ywain 
succeeds in balancing his martial and marital duties, and "joie" 
returns to the court. This concern for the "joie" of the court is 
also present in Gottfried's Tristan and in Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight. As in Ywain, a pattern of alternating "joie" and woe 
appears in these works. 
Morris first develops this motif of "'joie' versus woe" in The 
Wood Beyond the World. As the story opens, young Golden Walter 
hopes to find consolation through adventure after his marriage has 
failed. His unhappiness and discontent are clearly the results 
of a lost and bitter love relationship. His happiness returns 
when he meets the Maid, yet their "joie" is very limited at this 
time because of the evil plans of the witch-mistress. When Walter 
and the Maid escape from the Golden House, they are free to enjoy 
temporal bliss in the wilderness, but they cannot yet experience 
complete "joie" because the Maid will lose her magical powers. 
Their remaining trials in the wilderness and among the Bear-Folk 
prove to be light ones. After the people of Stark-Wall triumphant¬ 
ly welcome Walter and the Maid, the two lovers finally have the 
chance to consummate their love and are "assured hope of many days 
of joy." 
This motif of alternating "joie" and woe or sadness is ex¬ 
panded in The Well at the World's End. Ralph leaves his home at 
Upmeads because he is unhappy there. In his adventures and his 
quest to reach the Well, he has two love relationships. Initially 
he finds happiness with the Lady of Abundance, the heroine he 
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saved from execution. Ralph and the Lady flee from their enemies 
and enjoy a short period of happiness. As Morris writes 
. . . she gave herself to him and let her body 
glide into his arms, and loved him no less than 
he loved her. And there between them in the wilder¬ 
ness was all the joy of love that might be. (p. 138) 
Their bliss, however, is short-loved, for the Baron of Sunway 
"kills the Lady when Ralph is away hunting. Ralph is overwhelmed 
by sorrow for a time, but he soon resolves to resume his search 
for the Well. After numerous adventures, Ralph again meets 
Ursula, and "a sudden joy came into his heart. . . " (p. 332). 
Their happiness together flourishes, and they marry and consummate 
their love. From this point on, their "joie" continues to grow. 
And, as Norman Talbot notes, it is only because they are a happy 
20 
and united couple that they reach the Well. Their "joie" is 
enhanced by but not dependent upon their drinking from the Well. 
After they drink from the magical waters of the Well, 
. . . it seemed to them that they had come into 
the very Garden of God; and they forgot all the 
many miles of the waste and the mountain that 
lay before them, and they had not thought for 
the strife of foeman and the thwarting of kin¬ 
dred, that belike waited them in their own land, 
but they thought of the love and happiness of the 
hour that was passing, (p. 407) 
Ralph's return to Upmeads brings peace and "joie" to the tiny 
kingdom, and thus others also benefit from his quest and his personal 
The love relationships in The Water of the Wondrous Isles follow 
the same pattern of alternating "joie" and woe, but, for the first 
20Talbot,"p. 344. 
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tine in these fantasies, Morris adds elements of guilt to the 
love relationships. Birdalone does not become involved in roman¬ 
tic love until relatively late in the story. Though there are 
early hints suggesting that Arthur and Birdalone have become 
enamored of each other, they never speak of love until the slaying 
of Baudoin. Their earliest moments of love are bittersweet, for 
Birdalone knows that she has come between Arthur and Atra. Though 
her guilt is not of the same intensity, the situation is reminiscenl 
of the position Tristan is in when his love for Isolde conflicts 
with his friendship for and duty to King Mark. After Arthur rides 
to war, Birdalone is so grief-stricken by her conflicting love 
for Arthur and her friendship to Atra that she leaves the castle 
of the Quest. After a period of years, Birdalone eventually 
returns to Evilshaw where she finds her old friend Habundia and 
tells her, 
. . . I am grown older than I should be by the 
tale of the years, for I have had joy and grief 
and joy, and grief again; and now that the years 
have worn, the grief abideth and the joy hath 
departed, save this joy of thee. . . . (p. 304) 
The gentle Habundia helps Birdalone find Arthur again; however, 
the toll of unrequited love has been harsh, and Arthur, like 
the romance hero Ywain, has become a madman wandering through 
the woods. Habundia heals Arthur, and Arthur and Birdalone are 
finally free to consummate their love and fully experience "joie" 
for the first time. After they are reunited with their friends, 
Hugh, Viridis, Atra, and Aurea, everyone is moved by the sense of 
"joie" and the tale closes. 
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Another aspect that appears in both medieval romance and in 
Morris' fantasies is the idea of love bower or "bower of bliss" 
that is often set in natural surroundings. Ralph and the Lady 
of Abundance live happily in a cave until the murder of the Lady 
shatters their bliss. Later Ralph and Ursula pass the winter in 
a cave; however, "they lived still as dear friends, and not as 
lovers" (p. 369). In both cases, the setting calls to mind the 
episode of the "Cave of Lovers" in Gottfried's Tristan. The 
tiny cottage where Birdalone and Arthur consummate their love 
is also a "bower of Bliss," for it is located among the woods and 
calls to mind the tiny "lodge" where Aucassin and Nicolete enjoy 
a fleeting period of happiness and love. 
Love is an important aspect in Morris' works of fantasy, for 
it leads to "joie." Nevertheless, love is not so dominant a force 
that it wrecks lives and leads to inevitable sorrow, as it often 
does in medieval romance. Instead, Morris writes of a less tragic 
and a more healthy kind of love. C. S. Lewis notes that Morris 
writes of "the sort of love that is a function of health; it 
91 quickens a man's pace." Indeed none of Morris' characters die 
from grief as Tristan and Isolde do. Instead his characters are 
willing to love again. Each of his heroes, Golden Walter, Ralph, 
and Arthur, suffers the loss of one love relationship before he 
experiences "joie" in another relationship. As C. S. Lewis observeE 
"Morris does not deal much in world-without-end fidelities, and 
his heroes are seldom so enamoured of one damsel that they are 
^Lewis, "William Morris," p. 42. 
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2 2 quite indifferent to the beauty of others." In The Water of the 
Wondrous Isles, Habundia expresses this same idea, for there she 
tells Birdalone, 
. . . Love is not so tyrannous a master but that his 
servants may whiles think of other matters, and so 
solace their souls, that they many live despite of 
all. (p. 309) 
Thus, though Morris borrows some love motifs from medieval romance, 
he creates love relationships that are happier and truer to life 
than those often encountered in medieval romance. 
In each of his three works of fantasy, Morris develops a 
narrative pattern in which the action shifts alternately from 
the world of civilization to the world of the quest then back to 
the world of civilization. Each of his fantasies opens in a 
fairly realistic medieval setting and then shifts to the wilder¬ 
ness or woods where most of the activities connected to the 
quest occur.23 This narrative pattern is found in its simplest 
form in The Wood Beyond the World. The story opens in the typical 
port cities that Walter sails to, then shifts to the wilderness 
and the Golden House; after Walter and the maid flee the Golden 
House, the narrative again shifts to the wilderness and finally 
to the city of Stark-Wall where the story closes. In The Well 
at the World's End, Ralph passes through at least a dozen towns 
^Lewis, "William Morris," p. 42. 
23In Anatomy of Criticism, p. 200, Northrop Frye suggests that 
there are six phases of romance and that Morris' romances occur 
in the fifth, "where the action occurs in a pastoral and Arcadian 
world of woods, streams, glades, valleys. ..." 
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and castles on his way to the Well, and then he follows this pattern 
in reverse on his return to Upmeads. The narrative pattern of the 
quest follows the same scheme in The Water of the Wondrous Isles. 
Trips to and from medieval towns and castles frame the adventures 
of Birdalone which are set in the wilderness or on the water of 
the Wondrous Isles. As in the other fantasies, the pattern reverses 
itself, and for this reason E. P. Thompson suggests that the plot 
is "formed almost like a perfect figure-of-eight."^ This basic 
narrative formula that Morris employs in his three fantasies mirrors 
the narrative pattern in such medieval romances as Ywain, Parzival, 
and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. In these romances, the knight's 
adventures carry him from a medieval court (frequently Arthur's) 
into the solitary, lonely world of the quest and then back to a 
medieval court (either Arthur's or his own). Thus the narrative 
pattern follows the same scheme in Morris' fantasies as it does 
in these medieval romances. 
The underlying motivations and purposes behind the quest in 
the fantasies of Morris are not derived from medieval romance, how¬ 
ever. Essentially, Morris emphasizes neither courtly nor chivalric 
values in his fantasies; therefore, his heroes and heroines do not 
undertake a heroic quest for the purpose of gaining honor at the 
court or upholding the reputation of the court. Instead, the 
quest in each of the three fantasies can be seen as necessary for 
the pursuit of happiness. Each of Morris' protagonists, Walter, 
^Thompson, p. 681. 
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Ralph, and Birdalone, leaves his home in pursuit of contentment 
and freedom. As Golden Walter tells his father, . . I am ill 
at ease at home, as thou wottest, father" (p. 3). Ralph feels 
hemmed in at Upmeads, and he desires to "go on all adventure to 
seek a wider land, and a more stirring life. . (p. 4). There 
can be not doubt that Birdalone desires to escape from the evil 
witch and "fare to the land of men-folk" (p. 19), W. B Yeats 
writes that in these tales, Morris "has but one story to tell us, 
how some man or woman lost and found again that happiness that 
2 5 is always half of the body. . . With the achievement of the 
quest comes happiness. In addition, Morris' characters always 
return "to the land of men-folk" so that their new-found content¬ 
ment can be shared by others. Walter becomes king of Stark-Wall 
after he attains happiness by winning the Maid; when Ralph drinks 
from the Well, he makes a toast "To the Earth, and the World of 
Manfolk!" (p. 403). Ultimately the completion of the quest leads 
Morris' characters into service for their fellow men. F. A. C. 
Wilson's comments about The Well at the World's End also apply to 
the other two fantasies. As Wilson says, "... Morris' intention 
is to show. . . how man may arrive at the spiritual calm and ful- 
2 ^ 
fillment which will enable him to live purposively in the world." 
By now it is clear that Morris' three works of fantasy have 
2 5 
"The Happiest of Poets," in Essays (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1924), p. 74. 
9 ft 
Yeats' Iconography (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1960), 
p. 56. 
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a special relationship to medieval romance. Through the employ¬ 
ment and transformation of elements and motifs common to medieval 
romance and medieval culture, Morris developed a strong and realis¬ 
tic sense of medieval culture and background throughout his sub- 
created worldscapes. But, because he was not bound by the literary 
traditions that shaped medieval romance, he did not attempt to 
retell stories of courtly love or chivalric duties. Instead, he 
wrote these tales as much for himself as for anyone else. W. B. 
Yeats notes that "indeed all he writes seems to me like the make- 
believe of a child who is remaking the world, not always in the 
27 
same way, but always after its own heart. . . . And so these 
tales of love, magic, and adventure reflect the happiness of a 
time and place that could exist only in the imagination of some¬ 
one who felt at home in the Middle Ages as William Morris did. 
^Yeats, p. 74. 
THE LITERARY TRADITION AND STATUS 
OF FANTASY SINCE MORRIS 
In modern times many literary experiments in technique, 
structure, and purpose have proven to be ephemeral, but those 
that endure deserve acceptance and identification as genres or 
important modes of major genres. Such is the case with the prose 
romances written by William Morris in the mid-lSQO's. They did 
not merely endure; the mode created by Morris in those three ro¬ 
mances grew and developed into the special mode of modern romance 
nourished by the multi-faceted genre of the novel. The writers of 
fantasy are many, but this chapter will examine the ongoing tradi¬ 
tion of the mode of fantasy through a consideration of four writers 
and particularly the additions and modifications they contributed 
to the standards of fantasy. 
Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett, a versatile Irish novelist, 
poet, and playwright, who is better known as Lord Dunsany, appears 
to be the first writer after Morris to compose fantasy."^ How much 
influence Morris' fantasies had upon Dunsany's writing remains an 
open question, for, as Lin Carter notes, Dunsany never acknowledged 
2 
the influence of Morris. However, it is quite possible that Yeats 
"'"In the Introduction to The King of Elf land's Daughter by 
Dunsany (New York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1969), p. viii, Lin 
Carter credits L. Sprague de Camp with such a statement, and Carter 
makes essentially the same statement in Imaginary Worlds, p. 27 
and Tolkien, p. 140. 
2 
New Worlds for Old (New York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1971), 
p. 126. 
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may have called Dunsany's attention to Morris' prose romances 
as early as 1909 when both men were affiliated with the Abbey 
Theater Company in Dublin, for Yeats celebrated Morris' prose ro¬ 
mances as "the only books 1 was ever to read slowly that I might 
not come too quickly to the end."^ 
Dunsany wrote a number of short tales of fantasy in the early 
1900's such as the collection called A Dreamer's Tales which 
appeared in 1910. Around this same time Dunsany was "discovered" 
by the Abbey Theater Company which produced The Glittering Gate, 
his play about two dead burglars who break into heaven. The 
choice of theme here points to the general direction of much of 
Dunsany's work in which he deals quite frequently with what he 
calls "the mysterious kingdoms where geography ends and fairyland 
begins."^ In the 1920's Dunsany wrote several longer works of 
fantasy including The Charwoman's Shadow (1926) and The King of 
Elfland's Daughter (1924), his best known and finest fantasy. 
Briefly, the latter tale recounts the adventures of Alveric the 
Prince of Erl and Lirzael the Elf-Princess. After he hears 
of Lirzael's incredible beauty, Alveric journeys to Elfland, a 
nebulous and magical land, and wins Lirazel by slaying her body¬ 
guards with a magical sword. For a short time, they dwell happily 
in Erl and have a son whom they name Orion. Soon, however, Lirazel'i 
^Four Years (1921; rpt. Shannon Ireland: Irish University 
Press, 1971), p. 30. 
^"Dunsany, Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett," Twentieth 
Century Authors: A Biographical Dictionary of Modern Literature, 
ed. Stanley J. Kunitz and Howard Haycraft (New York: The H. W. 
Wilson, Co., 1942), p. 407. 
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father devises a magical spell which whisks Lirazel from Alveric's 
castle and carries her back to Elfland; as a result, Alveric de¬ 
parts from his people to search for his wife. The Elf King keeps 
Alveric from re-entering Elfland until Lirazel convinces her 
father to allow the boundaries of the Elvish kingdom to ebb over 
the "fields we know" and to absorb Erl. Thus Alveric, Lirazel, 
and Orion are joyously reunited. In this story, Dunsany employs 
all of the familiar motifs of Morris' fantasies: magical beings 
such as witches and wizards, magical devices, the elements of the 
quest, the joys and sorrows of love, and the happy ending. Un¬ 
like Morris, Dunsany does not emphasize physical detail and descrip¬ 
tion; consequently, the medieval atmosphere of The King of Elfland's 
Daughter with its castles, "dear quaint houses," shepherds, min¬ 
strels, and knights is thin and pale beside the medieval atmos¬ 
phere in Morris' fantasy. Dunsany does note, however, that the 
workmen of Erl practice "ancient crafts" such as "the fitting of 
iron to the hooves of horses," "working upon leather," "tending 
flowers," and "ministering to the rugged needs of Earth."^ 
Dunsany also adds some new elements to this fantasy, elements 
that indicate a Celtic influence. For example, Dunsany first 
brings to fantasy such popular mythical creatures as elves, trolls, 
and unicorns; in addition, he creates for these beings a special 
kingdom, Elfland, with its own laws of inner realism. In Elfland, 
there is no time; hence, change can only come about through magic. 
As an old troll says about the lands of men, "Time is raging there, 
^The King of Elfland's Daughter, pp. 1-2. 
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like the dogs that stray over our frontier, barking, frightened 
and angry and wild to be home" (p. 165). 
The next writer of fantasy was Eric Ru'cher Eddison, an English 
civil servant who published a classic fantasy called The Worm 
Ouroboros in 1922. Very little has been written about Eddison's 
life or his works; for this reason, no solid evidence could be 
found to suggest that Eddison used either Morris' or Dunsany's 
fantasies as literary models for his creation. However, Eddison 
was quite familiar with Morris' translations of Icelandic epic 
material, for he cites Morris and Magnusson's translation of the 
Eyrbyggja Saga in a prefatory note to his historical novel Styrbiorn 
the Strong. Eddison may certainly have been familiar with the 
prose romances of Morris as well. Interestingly enough, Eddison 
prefaces The Worm Ouroboros with the remark that "it is neither 
£ 
allegory nor fable but a Story to be read for its own sake." 
This comment echoes Morris' famous letter to The Spectator in 
which he denounces a critic's judgment in calling The Wood Beyond 
the World an allegory and says that "it is meant for a tale pure 
and simple, with nothing diadactic about it."'' Like Morris, 
Eddison was unhappy with his own age, for, as Lin Carter notes, 
". . . E. R. Eddison had no love for the twentieth century, any 
more than William Morris for the nineteenth." Unfortunately 
^The Worm Ouroboros (New York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1962), 
n. pag. Subsequent references to this work will be indicated by 
page number only. 
''see chapter IV, page 1 of this study. 
g 
Carter, Tolkien, p. 143. 
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too little information currently exists about Eddison to determine 
whether he, like Morris, turned to the Middle Ages as an alterna¬ 
tive to what he found distasteful about life in the twentieth 
century. 
The central theme of The Worm Ouroboros is the great war 
between the kingdoms of Demonland and Witchland. All of the tradi¬ 
tional elements of fantasy are present in Eddison's tale, but the 
elements of adventure and magic clearly dominate the isolated 
episodes of romance. Great martial feats are chronicled in the 
thunderous clashes between the two great armies and their respec¬ 
tive champions. The familiar motif of the lonely, desperate quest 
also appears in this work. Here Brandoch Daha and Juss, two great 
Demon lords, venture into the towering Zimiamvian Mountains to 
rescue Goldry Bluszco, a great Demon lord who has fallen victim 
to a magical "sending" of the Witch King Gorice. Eddison develops 
a powerful portrait of an evil and calculating necromancer in 
the figure of Gorice, and he populates his immense imaginary world- 
scape with such mythical beasts as hippogriffs and mantichores. 
Counterposed to these elements of adventure and magic are elaborately 
detailed descriptions of castles and castle life, as this exerpt 
from a three-page description of the castle of the Demons indicates: 
The benches that ran from end to end of the lofty 
chamber were of cedar, inlaid with coral and 
ivory, and so were the tables that stood before 
the benches. The floor of the chamber was 
tessellated, of marble and green tourmaline, 
and on every square of tourmaline was carven the 
image of a fish: as the dolphin, the conger, 
the cat-fish, the salmon, the tunny, the squid, 
and other wonders of the deep. Hangings of 
tapestry were behind the high seats, work 
with flowers, snake's-heads, snapdragon, dragon- 
mouth, and their kind. . . . (p. 9) 
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There are also detailed descriptions of the feasts, ceremonies, 
and rituals that the lords of Demonland and Witchland enjoy in 
their huge castles—all very suggestive of medieval courtly life. 
Though the themes of this work do not suggest any specific analogues 
in medieval romance, Lin Carter says that in The Worm Ouroboros 
. . there is a strong flavor of Malorean medievalism in back¬ 
ground and setting. 
Though Eddison sets out to build his work around Demons and 
Wtiches, it soon becomes apparent that his characters are no dif¬ 
ferent from those found in the fantasy of Morris or Dunsany; in 
fact, Eddison continually refers to both the Demons and Witches 
as men. However, in The Worm Ouroboros, Eddison added a device 
which has since proved to be an almost standard part of later works 
of fantasy—the historical chronology of the invented world. This 
device adds an effect of realism to the work and helps the reader 
to orient himself among a myriad of unusual names and places. 
The mode of fantasy reaches its fruition in the writing of 
John Ronald Reuel Tolkien, the famous English philologist and medi¬ 
eval scholar. Tolkien wrote several works of fantasy, the most 
important of which are The Hobbit (1937) and The Lord of the Rings, 
which was published in three volumes: The Fellowship of the Ring 
(1954), The Two Towers (1954) , and The Return of the King (1955). 
The Hobbit provides an introduction to Tolkien's invented world, 
Middle-earth, and to his hobbits. Tolkien meticulously describes 
exactly what a hobbit is in the following excerpt: 
Q 
Carter, Imaginary Worlds, p. 34. 
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They are (or were) a little people, about half 
our height, and smaller than the bearded Dwarves. 
Hobbits have no beards. There is little or no 
magic about them, except the ordinary everyday 
sort which helps them to disappear quietly 
and quickly. . . . They are inclined to be 
fat in the stomach; they dress in bright 
colours (chiefly green and yellow); wear no 
shoes, because their feet grow natural leathery 
soles and thick warm brown hair like the stuff 
on their heads (which is curly); have long clever 
brown fingers, good-natured faces, and laugh deep 
fruity laughs. . . .10 
Though Tolkien replaces man as the central race or type of being 
in Middle-earth, his hobbits, except for their shortness and pecul¬ 
iar feet, could pass as typical middle-class Englishmen. Besides 
hobbits, Tolkien's Middle-earth is the home of a vast number of 
beings including elves, wizards, dwarves, goblins or ores, ents, 
trolls, and men. Among these beings, the dwarves and elves have 
very definite sources in Tolkien's reading of The Elder Edda, 
Norse and Germanic myths, and the Siegfried materials; the goblins 
and trolls come from a variety of folk sources, and the ents, like 
the hobbits, are original with Tolkien. 
In The Hobbit, Tolkien recounts the adventures of a band of 
thirteen dwarves who seek to recover the lost treasure of their 
ancestors; as is frequently the case in epic and romance, a fierce 
dragon guards the treasure. A more than reluctant participant 
in this enterprise is Bilbo Baggins, a hobbit who joins the party 
of dwarves upon the stern insistence of Gandalf the Grey, a power- 
-^J. R. R. Tolkien, The Hobbit (New York: Ballantine Books, 
Inc., 1966), p. 16. 
"'""'"See Ruth S. Noel, The Mythology of Middle Earth (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1977), and Carter, Tolkien, pp. 152-65, 
for information on Tolkien's sources. 
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ful but delightful wizard who intercedes from time to time to 
insure the success of this quest. During the course of a perilous 
journey through the Misty Mountains, Bilbo finds a magical ring 
which, as he fortunately discovers, renders its wearer invisible. 
This event turns out to be the most important result of the quest, 
for, as Gandalf comes to realize, this ring is the One Ring, an 
all-powerful talisman that was created by Sauron the Dark Lord. 
This happenstance connects The Hobbit to The Lord of the 
Rings. Tolkien's trilogy is tied together by two primary narrative 
threads: the events of the War of the Ring which pits the elves, 
man, dwarves, and ents against the trolls, ores, and other forces 
of Sauron and the events of the quest to destroy the awesome One 
R.ing by throwing it into the volcanic fires of Mt. Doom where it 
was forged. The Lord of the Rings contains all of the constituent 
elements of fantasy. There are numerous magical beings, and among 
these Gandalf, Saruman, and Sauron are the most powerful; in addi¬ 
tion, Tolkien also creates a magical race of elves who are in many 
ways similar to those in Dunsany's The King of Elfland's Daughter. 
A variety of other marvelous and/or monstrous beings are also 
present in The Lord of the Rings including Tom Bombadil, a madcap, 
merry-natured sprite; Shelob, a monstrous, deadly spider; and 
Gollum, "a small slimy creature. . . as dark as darkness, except 
12 for two big round pale eyes in his thin face." Besides the One 
Ring, there are numerous magical devices in the work. Frodo 
possesses a magical sword that glows in the presence of ores (or 
■^Tolkien, The Hobbit, p. 79. 
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goblins), and he later receives as a gift from the elvish lady 
Galadriel a phial that glows with trapped starlight; throughout 
Middle-earth, there are a number of palantir, magical stones that 
are used for communication and observation. Though the elements 
of warfare and the quest dominate the narrative, Tolkien also 
interjects his work with the elements of romance, most clearly 
embodied in the relationship between Aragorn and Arwen; however, 
these episodes are only incidental, not primary features of the 
trilogy. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of Tolkien's fantasies is 
the concrete sense of reality that runs throughout them. Interest¬ 
ingly enough, Humphrey Carpenter, Tolkien's most recent biographer, 
points out that Tolkien became "acquainted with Morris' imagina¬ 
tive writings" and that he appreciated "Morris' aptitude, despite 
the vagueness of time and place in which the story is set, for 
describing with great precision the details of his imagined land¬ 
scape."-'-^ Tolkien's own powers of description are quite refined. 
For example, when Frodo first saw Strider/Aragorn, he 
. . . noticed that a strange-looking weather-beaten 
man, sitting in the shadows near the wall, was also 
listening intently to the hobbit-talk. He had a 
tall tankard in front of him, and was smoking a 
long-stemmed pipe curiously carved. His legs were 
stretched out before him, showing high boots of 
supple leather that fitted him well, but had seen 
much wear and were now caked with mud. A travel- 
stained cloak of heavy dark-green cloth was drawn 
close about him, and in spite of the heat of the 
room he wore a hood that overshadowed his face; 
but the gleam of his eyes could be seen as he 
^Tolkien: A Biography (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1977), pp. 69-70. 
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watched the hobbits.^ 
There are countless other such detailed descriptions throughout 
Tolkien's works. Consequently, the beings, the buildings, and 
the geography of Middle-earth have a solid and concrete texture. 
Moreover, Tolkien supports his fantasy with a large body of secondary 
materials, including a preface dealing with the history and the 
culture of hobbits; several maps depicting the topographical fea¬ 
tures of Middle-earth; notes on the invented languages of Middle- 
earth complete with pronunciation keys; alphabets, and histories for 
the languages for his different races; spurious genealogies that 
includes charts of the family trees, calendars, and notes on his 
purported translation of his source, the Red Book. All of these 
materials enhance the seeming authenticity with which Tolkien re¬ 
lates his tales of his secondary world of Middle-earth. Tolkien 
much prefers "history, true or feigned" to allegory, for he states 
in the Foreword to The Lord of the Rings, "... I cordially dislike 
allegory in all its manifestations, and always have done so since 
I grew old and wary enough to detect its presence.""'"-' Like Morris 
and Eddison, Tolkien intends for his work to be a history or a 
chronicle of the events in his created world, not an allegorical 
commentary upon the primary world. 
When The Lord of the Rings appeared, it received mixed re¬ 
views, but the work soon became quite popular, and in the mid 1960's 
^The Fellowship of the Ring (New York: Ballantine Books, 
Inc., 1965), p. 214. 
^-5The Fellowship of the Ring, p. XI, 
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both the trilogy and The Hobbit became bestsellers after they 
went into paperback editions. The success of Tolkien's books 
had two significant consequences for the mode of fantasy. First, 
a number of the earlier works of fantasy by Morris, Dunsany, Eddi- 
son, and others were reprinted. Then a wave of new fantasies began 
to appear in the late 1960's and in the 1970's. Some of the bet¬ 
ter of these include The Last Unicorn (1968) by Peter S. Beagle, 
A Wizard of Earthsea (1968) by Ursula Le Guin, and Red Moon and 
Black Mountain (1970) by Joy Chant. 
Another example worthy of some discussion is The Chronicles 
of the Deryni, a work by Katherine Kurtz that is in four parts 
(soon to be five): Deryni Rising (1970), Deryni Checkmate (1972), 
High Deryni (1973), and Camber of Culdi (1976). Kurtz has a 
master's degree in Medieval English History, and the clearly 
medieval worldscape of her tales reflects her knowledge of the 
Middle Ages. These works are centered in the kingdom of Gywnedd, 
a part of a greater region known as "The Eleven Kingdoms." Both 
ordinary humans and Deryni, a race that possesses magical powers, 
inhabit this realm. Throughout the first three volumes, there 
runs a constant current of tension and hostility between militant 
church factions and the Deryni. This background provides the 
setting for Kurtz's masterful tale that is complete with all the 
standard trappings of fantasy. 
Essentially these first three volumes relate the events that 
occur after Kelson Haldane had to assume the throne of Gwynedd 
when his father was murdered. With the aid of his supporters and 
retainers, primarily Duncan and Morgan, both of whom are Deryni, 
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Kelson thwarts an attempt by the Deryni sorceress Charissa to 
depose him. Nevertheless, Kelson's problems are only beginning, 
for civil war erupts in The Eleven Kingdoms and a schism of the 
church's bishops divides Gwynedd over the Deryni issue. Kurtz's 
fourth volume. Camber of Culdi, is actually a forerunner to the 
other works, for it concerns the mysterious Deryni leader Camber 
MacRorie and his family who lived some two hundred years before 
Kelson became king of Gwynedd. The MacRories lead a successful 
rebellion against the corrupt Festillic dynasty and restore the 
Haldane line to the throne of Gwynedd. These books have a definite 
medieval Welsh flavor, and the author's clear descriptions of 
castles, ceremonies, and characters impart a vivid sense of realism 
to them. Naturally these tales are full of the elements of magic 
and adventure; moreover, as in Eddison and Tolkien, magical feats 
and martial deeds subordinate the element of romantic love. Also 
in keeping with the tradition of earlier writers of fantasy, most 
notably Tolkien, Kurtz supplies maps, genealogies, and a chronology 
with The Chronicles of the Deryni. 
Taken together, these representative works of fantasy by 
Dunsany, Eddison, Tolkien, and Kurtz demonstrate that fantasy not 
only has an ongoing tradition but is also a stable mode of litera¬ 
ture. Though the amount of emphasis placed upon romantic love 
varies from work to work, the twin motifs of magic and adventure 
are always in the foreground of these works. Each of these fantasist: 
constructs his own imaginative worldscape, a worldscape that brings 
a medieval background and culture to his work. In addition, a sense 
of realism characterizes these invented worldscapes, and, beginning 
Ill 
with Tolkien's works, it is not uncommon for an author of fantasy 
to develop maps and other materials that help to sustain an air 
of authenticity about his work. Though Morris certainly did not 
know he had created a literary mode that would continue to grow 
and flourish, the elements he first brought to fantasy have sur¬ 
vived since the mid 1890's. 
CONCLUSION 
Literary creations, in both form and substance, seldom have 
a fixed reason for being or a planned pattern of growth and de¬ 
velopment. An author may purposely create a new mode of litera¬ 
ture, or he may unknowingly and accidentally develop a new mode 
of literature. Yet new literary creations are never purely 
spontaneous, for they share common features that take shape and 
develop into something specific according to the artist concerned 
with the creation, the educational and socio-economic conditions 
that mold his creative interests, and the artistic and social cir¬ 
cumstances of the time he lives in. Such was the pattern of gene¬ 
sis and development of William Morris' creation of the mode of 
fantasy. 
Morris was always a dynamic, energetic person who possessed 
a number of talents and who eagerly sought new outlets for his 
energy and creativity. Even as a child, he displayed a marked in¬ 
terest in medieval architecture, art, and literature. These ear¬ 
ly fascinations blossomed during his years as a student at Exeter 
College in Oxford, and they became fully grown through his active 
and intense association with the Pre-Raphaelite movement. Mortis' 
earliest stories, which were written while he was at Exeter, re¬ 
flect his infatuation with the Middle Ages, and that infatuation 
became a dominant influence throughout his life. 
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Eventually, the interests of Morris and the socio-economic 
circumstances of his age converged and caused him to devote his 
time and energy as a writer to the enactment of social and labor 
reforms. Not unlike other great men during that period, Morris 
found his society to be stifling and binding. His discontent 
with what he felt were the inherent ills of Victorian England and 
his lifelong affinity for medieval life turned him away from his 
own time and toward the art and life of the Middle Ages as stan¬ 
dards to be emulated. These influences culminated in the creation 
of a new and distinctive literary product when Morris wrote his 
three fantasies in the 1890's, 
For those works, Morris took certain features of epic, clas¬ 
sical romance, myths, marchen, and especially medieval romance 
and put them in a special atmosphere to give them new life. He 
took the character types, love conventions, magical elements, and 
various themes and motifs from medieval romance to rework them with 
imagination. Then he combined them and transformed them by com¬ 
bining them with chosen aspects of realism. Morris placed these 
elements in a story setting that is authentic and medieval, for 
he took great care to make his geography, his towns and castles, 
and his social and cultural backgrounds seem real to life as it 
existed in his beloved age. Through his unique blending of these 
literary and social features, Morris created the mode of fantasy. 
Other writers later improved upon the style and conventions 
Morris used in his seminal works of fantasy, and the mode has de¬ 
veloped and flourished on the fringes of what Northrop Frye calls 
"The Great Tradition," a tradition that reflects what most critics 
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consider to be serious and worthwhile literary achievements. As 
a result, fantasy has received little critical attention and un¬ 
fortunately tends to be dismissed as inferior literature good only 
for escapist entertainment. This may be true to the extent that 
most creative literature carries the reader from the here-and-now 
to the timeless realms of the imagination; however, fantasy goes 
beyond mere escapism. In "The Vocation of Eloquence," Fyre asserts 
that "the fundamental job of the imagination in ordinary life , . , 
is to produce, out of the society we have to live in, a vision of 
the society we want to live in."^ Frye's statement is particular¬ 
ly relevant to the mode of fantasy because it precisely captures 
the intentions of several writers of fantasy. Besides Morris, 
both Eddison and Tolkien expressed contempt and distaste for the 
society and the times in which they lived. Because these three 
authors did much to establish and give shape to the mode of fan¬ 
tasy, it is clear that fantasy developed, in part at least, as 
a result of these writers' desires to reconstruct or to fashion 
a world more attuned to their heart's desire. As Frye points out, 
"fiction in the last generation or so has turned increasingly 
from realism to fantasy, partly because fantasy is the normal tech¬ 
nique for fiction writers who do not believe in the permanence or 
2 
continuity of the society they belong to." Morris, however, did 
not retreat from realism or flee to the fantastic. Instead, he 
"'"The Educated Imagination (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1969), p. 140. 
2 
Frye, The Secular Scripture, p. 138. 
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blended the imaginative charms of romance with chosen realistic 
elements to create the special verve and delight of fantasy. 
Following the lead of Morris, other writers have consistently 
utilized similar themes, motifs, story settings, magical elements, 
and character types with roots and analogues in earlier literary 
forms such as epic, classical romance, myths, marchen, and partic¬ 
ularly medieval romance. However, neither Morris nor they merely 
retell or reshape the legends and the literary creations of the 
Middle Ages as T. H. White does in The Once and Future King and 
Mary Stewart does in The Crystal Cave. Instead, Morris and his 
successors created a medieval worldscape with its own laws of 
inner realism where fancy also has its place. 
Apropos of these developments, Northrop Frye notes that 
"William Morris is an example of a writer whose attitude to the 
past is one of creative repetition rather than of return."-^ And 
later writers of fantasy such as Dunsany, Eddison, Tolkien, and 
Kurtz have shared this attitude and exemplified it in their work. 
Fantasy has thus come to be a stable and cohesive mode of fiction, 
for its constituent elements have shown little significant change 
since the appearance of the three seminal works of fantasy by 
Morris. 
For any literary mode to endure, there must be an audience 
for that mode. When Tolkien's fantasies became quite popular in 
the mid-1960's, earlier works in the mode of fantasy came to the 
attention of Tolkien's audience. Morris, Dunsany, and Eddison 
would probably have been quite pleasantly surprised to see their 
3 
Frye, The Secular Scripture, p. 177. 
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works reprinted and to know that a large audience of predominantly 
young people was reading and discussing their fantasies, and that 
audience no doubt found a measure of "escape" from its own rapidly 
changing and highly technological society. In such fashion fan¬ 
tasy allows the reader, as it does its heroes and heroines, to 
venture forth in an imaginative worldscape of pastoral beauty and 
medieval archaisms that provide a refreshing relief from "the 
dull squalor of civilization." In his essay "On Fairy-Stories," 
Tolkien recounts an occasion upon which he "heard a clerk of Oxen- 
ford declare that he 'welcomed' the proximity of mass-production 
robot-factories, and the roar of self-destructive mechanical traf¬ 
fic, because it brought his university into 'contact with real 
life.'"^ Then Tolkien adds this: 
. . . the expression "real life" in this context 
seems to fall short of academic standards. The 
notion that motor-cars are more "alive" than, 
say, centaurs or dragons is curious; that they 
are more "real" than, say, horses is pathetically 
absurd. How real, how startingly alive is a 
factory chimney when compared with an elm-tree: 
poor obsolete thing, insubstantial dream of 
an escapist!^ 
Tolkien's comments illustrate an idea that both writers and 
readers of fantasy recognize: "real life" events are not 
restricted to a time or a place in literature, for our imagina¬ 
tions cannot be contained in any particular time or place. 
If the mode of fantasy never achieves the same status as 
the "realistic" novel, it will not be because the mode lacks 
^Tolkien, "On Fairy-Stories," p. 62. 
^Tolkien, "On Fairy-Stories," p. 62. 
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well-known writers, a literary tradition, or a literary audience. 
Ever since Morris' heroes and heroines strayed beyond "the fields 
we know," fantasy has been a distinct and significant form of 
literary expression, a form that will endure as long as writers 
find joy and satisfaction in reshaping a world that is hardly 
an earthly paradise. 
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